FOREWORD
Welcome to the OOH Zone. If you are an accountant, or a media executive who harbours a
secret desire to be an accountant, and you believe that the primary focus of media strategy should be to
generate large audiences at highly discounted rates, then this book is not for you. Step away from the book!
Don’t get me wrong. I like big numbers but I like big results more. Media strategy is no longer about counting
heads, it’s about penetrating them.
One medium that has consistently reinvented itself and which continues to generate in-market response for
marketers, is Out Of Home (OOH). Increased consumer mobility and the instinctive need to socialise and
engage with our surrounding community, ensures that almost every day we leave our homes at some point
and enter the OOH Zone. And when we’re in the OOH Zone, we’re in the market. We’re in the market for
advertising messages and even more importantly, in the market to make purchase decisions.
For the past 3 decades the OOH industry has devoted itself to finding the Holy Grail of a single source
database that accurately measures reach and frequency, and of course the resultant glue that holds global
media spread sheet reporting together, GRPS. Obviously this is important if OOH is to demonstrate cost
efficient audience delivery relative to other media genres, but when it comes at the expense of actually
understanding not only that OOH advertising works, but “how” and “why” it works, then we must question
whether this is disciplined focus or just tunnel vision?
Much of this obsession with audience calibration is based on the assumption that OOH needs this data in
order to receive its “fair share” of advertising investment. If we take the broader functional view of OOH
then it’s quite apparent that OOH’s “fair share” of advertising is not the 4,7% reported by Nielsen but 11,8%.
Given this perspective, many marketers might conclude that they have been under-investing in the OOH
sector.
Outdoor or Out Of Home … what’s in a name? An additional R2,4 billion in advertising investment it seems!
Finally let me thank Primedia Unlimited and Primedia Outdoor for giving me the opportunity to participate
in their initiative to enhance the industry’s understanding of the Out Of Home Medium. Your passion for the
OOH Zone is infectious and I hope that I have managed to convey that passion with balance and insight!

Gordon Muller

INTRODUCTION
Out Of Home advertising can be described as any type of advertising that reaches the consumer while he
or she is outside the home and on the move. Unlike other media formats such as television, radio, cinema,
print or internet advertising, where the platform has to be consciously accessed before the advertising can
be presented, the intrusive nature of OOH advertising means marketers can reach consumers when they are
‘on the go’ in public places or in specific commercial locations such as shopping malls.
By offering geographical and environmentally relevant platforms and through its ability to reach out
to consumers close to the point of purchase, Out Of Home advertising provides marketers with unique
opportunities to be highly creative and innovative, because it is not subject to the same creative constraints
as that of traditional media. By its very nature, OOH advertising can reinvent itself with every new campaign,
morphing and adapting creative executions to match the constantly changing consumer environment.
One of the historical challenges facing OOH media has been the absence of a reliable quantitative research
database that would enable planners to accurately compute Reach, Frequency and GRP delivery across the
full spectrum of OOH formats. Under the auspices of SAARF, a number of initiatives are under way to assess
the feasibility of such a single source database but in the interim, the absence of such a database should
not mean that OOH should not be a strong contender within the media mix, if its inclusion is strategically
appropriate.
The AMF will continue to support any efforts directed at improving the quality of data available to describe
the Out Of Home medium and the audiences it delivers, but we also recognise and encourage the efforts
of media owners in this sector to continue both the tradition of independently researching the efficacy of
their media formats and any efforts, such as this book, to add to the broader understanding of the medium.
To strategists and planners, we also encourage you to exercise your creative licence when it comes to Out
of Home media because the opportunities are boundless.

Kim Weissensee
Chairman : Advertising Media Forum
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Strategy without tactics
is the slowest route to victory.
Tactics without strategy is the
noise before defeat.
Sun Tzu
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Media RSA Setting the Scene for Out of Home

Just as visual display preceded formal language as
the oldest form of communication, outdoor display
is probably the oldest and most widespread form of
advertising. From hieroglyphic images advertising
the humble shopkeeper’s wares in ancient Egypt,
to signage at the rural spaza and the glitzy urban
shopping mall, Out of Home media have played,
and continue to play, a vital public role… informing,
entertaining, and of course, communicating and
selling.
The global revolution in consumer behaviour and
media consumption is challenging many of the
accepted fundamentals of media strategy. The
singularity of the couch-bound primetime TV
audience, or the car-bound drive-time radio listener,
has been replaced by multi-platform access to the
“always on” media consumer.
A shift from deep thinking(1) and linear media
consumption to the hyper charged state of
continuous partial attention has expanded the
sensory bandwidth of consumers, enabling them
to simultaneously accommodate multiple and
multi-faceted media messages. It’s more than just
multi-tasking. This state of hyper-connectivity
allows consumers to remain constantly “wired into”
society generally, and the commercial mediaverse
specifically, in order to assimilate, assess and
respond to commercial messages.
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The Shallows - Nicholas Carr

As a result, a new focus on in-market response and
return on media investment (ROMI), as the ultimate
determinant of the success of any media campaign,
has supplanted notional criteria such as reach and
frequency as the primary currency of advertising
success.
Focus on high reach has been replaced by a focus
on thematic message relevance (the content of the
message as it relates to the consumer) and decisioninterval relevance (the timing of the message at
critical points of relevance either in terms of product
consumption or product purchase).
The challenge in media strategy is no longer about
counting heads. It’s about penetrating them!
Advertising Investment
One medium that has not only weathered the
communications storm but continues to play a
central role on media schedules globally is Out of
Home (OOH). The use of the classification OOH,
rather than the obsolete term Outdoor, implies
a far more inclusive range of media formats that
go beyond static display to offer advertisers both
thematic and decision-interval opportunities to
interact with consumers on the move.
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Nielsen Media Adex: Reported “Outdoor” Formats 2012
Measured OOH
Formats

Activations

Airports

Billboards

Electronics

Moving Transit

R 123,659

R 102,308

R 868,997

R 23,219

R 83,681

7.74%

6.41%

54.41%

1.45%

5.24%

Premise Signage

Retail Street
Furniture

Stadia Promotions

Static Transit
Media

Walls & Murals

Rands/ 000s

R 281

R 264,216

R 620

R 80,287

R 49,998

SOS %

0.02%

16.54%

0.04%

5.03%

3.13%

Rands/ 000s
SOS%
Measured OOH
Formats

Figure 1: Nielsen Adspend Investment
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Unfortunately, reported advertising investment in
South Africa is restricted to only a limited crosssection of the available OOH media mix. Nielsen
Media Research reports that “Outdoor”(2) media
in South Africa currently attracts advertising
investment of some R1,6 billion(3) annually or 4,7% of
measured advertising spend (Figure 1). Historically,
though, “Outdoor” advertising investment has been
reported net of agency commission. This fact alone
implies a 16,5% under-read in reported OOH activity.
Due to the multi-faceted structure of the OOH
industry and the ubiquitous nature of OOH
advertising, it is widely accepted that this figure
significantly under-represents actual investment in
OOH (an increase up to 11.8% when unreported items
are included). Indeed, this particular classification
tends to group many OOH media in terms of their
financial stakeholder interests, rather than their
strategic functionality, and this classification needs
2
3

Advertising investment for a limited basket of OOH formats
is reported in Nielsen Adex as “Outdoor”.
Excluding the Media Self Promotion Category Set

to be interrogated if the resultant data is to remain
relevant to marketers and media decision makers.
Despite this limited perspective, reported “Outdoor”
advertising investment has proved a sound hedge
against tough market conditions. Not only has it
maintained its market share throughout the South
African economic recession (Q4 2008 – Q4 2009) but
has proved an effective tool for extracting value
from the market during the post-recession upturn.
“Outdoor” experienced a 13% growth in relative
market share during the hugely successful FIFA World
Cup 2010, clearly illustrating the medium’s strong
tactical strengths.
More inclusive industry measures (incorporating
OOH platforms such as large format building
wraps and stadium perimeter boards, advertising
in shopping malls, washrooms, fitting rooms and
in-store, some forms of transit media and activations
etc) indicate a much higher level of investment in OOH.

A significant cross section of OOH companies,
currently not reporting advertising revenue figures
to Nielsen, submitted annual gross revenue(4) figures
for independent scrutiny. These combined adspend
figures reflect at least an additional R2,4 Billion in
advertising investment, which in turn significantly
boosts total OOH adspend to some R4,1 Billion or
about 11,8% of advertising investment.

This estimated figure corresponds more favourably
with the reported global average(5) of 6,6% but it is
also worth noting that other emerging markets such
as Russia (16%), China (11%) and Mexico (9,5%) tend
to corroborate this perspective. This is particularly
noteworthy for developing markets in Africa where
access to print and TV is relatively restricted. OOH
investment in Nigeria reaches 30,6% of reported spend.

OOH SPEND NOT REPORTED IN ADEX
CATEGORY & BUSINESSES
ACTIVATIONS / STUDENT MEDIA
Campus Media
Creative Council
Mall Active
Student Village
Studentwise
Thwack
Zinto

Gross Rate Card
CATEGORY & BUSINESSES
(incl Agency Comm)

R 672 427 370

INDOOR & MALL MEDIA
9 Mile
Boo
Fitting Exposure
MallWorx
Primall
Salon Media
Smartbench
Tag 8
TLC Washrooms

R 287 449 868

TRANSIT MEDIA
Adlights
Ad Reach
brandyourcar.com
Graffiti

R 349 046 268

Gross Rate Card
(incl Agency Comm)

INSTORE MEDIA
Fashion Media
Moving Tactics
One Digital
Primedia Instore
XP Digital
X/procure
Zapop

R 512 447 830

SPORT (EXCLUDING SPONSORSHIP)
Stadia Perimeter Boards etc
Golf Unlimited

R 147 146 956

LARGE FORMAT OOH & OTHER
BILLBOARDS
Boo
Dolphin
Go Ads
Graffiti
Insight Outdoor
IOM
Open Exposure
Tractor
Urban Signs
Wideopen

R 496 193 225

GRAND TOTAL
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R 2 464 711 518

Figure 2: Unreported Adspend 2012
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All media costs calculated at rate card cost inclusive of
16,5% agency commission.
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Group M - Worldwide Media & Marketing Forecasts 2012
www.groupm.com/south-africa

60%
50%
Proﬁle %

40%

Gross Advertising Investment 2007 - 2012
2012 Reported Total: R34 Billion
2012 Reported OOH: R1,6 Billion
2012 Projected OOH: R4,1 Billion

30%
20%
11.8%

10%
0%
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PRE RECESSION
RECESSION
WCUP 2010
ADSPEND 2012
ADSPEND 2012 (PROJECTED OOH)

4.5% 4.7%

Magazine

Press

Cinema

Outdoor

Radio

TV

Internet

11.1%
10.5%
9.9%
7.6%
7.0%

27.4%
26.3%
21.6%
22.1%
20.3%

1.5%
1.3%
1.4%
0.8%
0.8%

4.5%
4.5%
5.1%
4.7%
11.8%

13.8%
13.2%
13.6%
15.3%
14.1%

39.5%
41.6%
45.3%
47.6%
43.6%

1.5%
1.9%
2.4%
2.4%
2.2%

Other
0.6%
0.6%
0.6%
0.3%
0.2%

Figure 3: Nielsen Adspend Investment

Obviously, a key prerequisite for effective OOH
advertising exposure is the simple fact that
consumers need to be away from the home. Society
today is more gregarious and mobile than at any
other time in history and increased mobility is as
much a feature of modern life in South Africa, as
it is globally. As long as people leave their homes
to socialise, go shopping and generally engage with
their community at large, marketers and advertisers
will be able to communicate and interact with them.
Whether you are walking from your traditional home
in rural KZN to the local spaza, driving to Sandton in

your elite car or whizzing your way to Oliver Tambo
International Airport on the Gautrain, you are in
the OOH zone and subjected to a constant flow
of impactful and targeted messaging. Every single
day over 22 million people, two out of every three
adult South Africans, are exposed to some form of
commercial OOH messaging.
It is true to say that the moment a consumer leaves
home they enter into the OOH Zone.
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Figure 4: Group M Global Adspend Review
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Today, Chaos is re-defining
the ad business and the first step
in planning for Chaos is changing
the way we plan.
Phillip Ephron

2]

Categorising Out of Home Media

From signage on car park booms to branded children’s
playgrounds… from conventional billboards to
gigantic building wraps… the term Out of Home
(OOH) covers a wide range of advertising media
options. Formal categorisation of OOH media at a
channel choice level, and subsequent measurement
of its performance, remains a relatively simple task.
The AMASA(6) media guide Nuts n Bolts of Media
Planning, for instance, defines OOH advertising as…
Essentially any type of advertising that reaches
the consumer while he or she is outside the
home and on the move.
This definition might appear to be too inclusive
however, in that it accommodates many other media
genres which are not generally considered as OOH.
Radio, for instance, might be listened to in the car
and newspapers read on the bus or in the shopping
mall. In North America, Cinema is often viewed as an
out of home alternative to in-home TV viewing, and
classified as an OOH medium. Certainly smartphones
and tablets would be encompassed in this definition
and these devices may well represent the new
frontier for OOH media owners and advertisers.

6

Advertising Media Association of South Africa
www.amasa.co.za

The AMASA guide continues…
OOH advertising, therefore is focused on
marketing to individuals who are “on the go”
in public places, in transit, waiting and/or in
specific commercial locations such as retail
venues, shopping malls etc.
Obviously there are many more “on the go”
opportunities to engage with consumers than are
included in the AMASA definition, ranging from
washrooms, gyms and restaurants to Wi-Fi enabled
park benches and shopping trolleys. This then may
be the key differentiator between OOH advertising
and other media formats, which might occasionally
be consumed “on the move”.
Unlike other media messaging, OOH advertising is
created exclusively to be consumed in the out of
home environment, where its powers of intrusion do
not require the explicit consent of the consumer, in
order to make an impact. Newspapers and magazines,
whether in paper or tablet format, must be picked
up and opened before they are read. Radio stations,
whether in the car or streamed on a smart device,
must be selected before they are listened to. Even
a DSTV Walka needs to be activated before viewing
takes place.

9

OOH remains the only medium that is intrusive and
impactful enough to penetrate the barrier of the
consumer’s habitual in-home media consumption
pattern. That is why connecting with consumers
when they are in the OOH Zone makes such a
powerful contribution to a media schedule.
Out of Home and Ambient Media
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It would appear then that categorisation of OOH
at an inter-media or channel level is relatively
clear. Sub-classification of OOH on an intra-media
level, however, remains the subject of considerable
debate and much formal classification tends to
reflect operational groupings, if not actual zones of
media-owner self-interest within the OOH industry
itself, rather than creating a functional guide to
strategic application of the medium.
In Nuts ‘n Bolts of Media Planning, for instance, we
read that OOH formats fall into four main categories:
Billboards, Street Furniture, Transit and Alternative
or Ambient Media. This classification is misleading in
that it has the effect of elevating Billboards, Street
Furniture and Transit into primary OOH status whilst
implying that all other OOH formats fall into some
form of secondary “alternative” category called
“ambient”.
As previously indicated, the Nielsen classification is
limited to only those companies and OOH formats
which report media investment to Nielsen Media
Research, and consequently significantly underreads the overall level of investment in OOH as a
media channel in South Africa. Considering that at

least 50% of annual OOH adspend is invested in these
supposed “alternative formats”, it is clear just how
misleading this categorisation can be.
In the OOH Zone, it is true that various OOH formats
may indeed offer varying degrees of engagement
ranging from the massive impact of building wraps
to the interactive capability of the shopping
touchscreen or Wi-Fi smart-benches… but the
bottom line is that all OOH formats are, to a greater
or lesser degree, ambient or pervasive!
All OOH media should have equal standing on any
OOH classification matrix, and be evaluated on
the basis of their specific strategic contribution
to a campaign, not on whether they are primary
or secondary, or as implied in the AMASA model,
“alternative”. When confronted by this particular
classification, planners should respond by posing the
question, “Alternative to what?”
For instance, are airports (as reported by Nielsen)
a category of OOH or are they merely a specific
geographical location which offers advertisers a
unique demographic profile? In what functional way
would a billboard, poster or digital touch screen
positioned at an upmarket shopping mall differ from
a similar OOH device positioned at an airport, other
than the demographic composition of the audience?
From an intrinsic communication perspective,
other than the established practice of reported
advertising, there is no more reason to isolate
airports as a separate media format than there is to
isolate university campuses or retail shopping malls.

A destination is not a media format it is a target
market opportunity, where any one of a number of
OOH formats may be tactically deployed.
OOH media now fuse some of the most well
established methods of audience delivery with the
most cutting edge creative opportunities. In order
to remain a competitive player in the media mix,
by finding new and impactful ways of reaching
and engaging with consumers, OOH has been an
early adopter in applying a wide range of relevant
interactive technologies ranging from Quick Read
(QR) codes to Near Field Communication (NFC) and
Augmented Reality (AR).
Does Electronics, as reported by Nielsen, exist
as a separate OOH category or are electronics
merely functional elements which can transform

conventional OOH formats into actual consumer
connection points in the OOH Zone? For instance,
is a Wi-Fi enabled Smart-bench electronic or does
electronics transform it into a highly effective
piece of retail furniture, capable of connecting and
interacting with targeted consumers in the OOH Zone?
In many instances interactive OOH formats, such as
street and retail furniture, are a perfect illustration
of Marshall McLuhan(7)’s assertion that the form of
a medium embeds itself in the message, thereby
creating a symbiotic relationship by which the
medium influences how the message is perceived
and the change of pace or pattern that it introduces
into human affairs.
Or as he so succinctly put it all those years ago…
The Medium is the Message!

Figure 5: Retail Smart Bench

7

Marshall McLuhan: Understanding Media - The Extensions of
man 1964
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In Sweden, seasonal disorders such as depression
can affect almost 10% of the population. With this in
mind, Umeå Energi enhanced conventional bus stop
advertising boards with therapeutic illumination,
hoping to tackle instances of winter depression in
that country. The company installed lamps that
replicate daylight at 26 bus stops around the town
of Umeå (Figure 6). This fusion of a traditional OOH
platform with cutting edge technology creates a
totally unique communication platform and the
intensity of the resulting consumer interface defies
description in terms of traditional perspectives.

At first glance then, it may seem that analysing
these classifications serves little purpose other than
creating a framework for measuring advertising
investment, but ultimately accepting a more inclusive
definition of OOH contributes to understanding the
specific contribution of OOH media to any given
media strategy. Whether the strategist utilises a
conventional 48 Sheet billboard or a hi-tech digital
screen, ultimately its impact on the schedule needs
to be understood, demonstrated and measured.
Traditional classifications and perceptions of OOH
simply don’t accommodate the changing range of
OOH communication offerings.
The key to effective communication in the OOH
Zone is to view each connection point as a unique
opportunity to communicate and interact with
targeted consumers. The consumer’s behaviour
pattern, campaign objectives and message content
should dictate the OOH strategy, not obsolete
notions and classifications.
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Figure 6: Interactive Bus Shelters

Closer to home, few, if any, motorists in Sandton
undervalue the contribution of solar powered
billboards in maintaining functioning traffic
intersections.
This
technological
innovation
illustrates the tremendous versatility of OOH media,
in that it represents billboard, electronics and
CSI programme all fused into one unique creative
offering, tailor-made to connect with consumers in
the OOH Zone.

In the OOH Zone the only limitation on functional
creativity is the imagination of the strategist.

3]

What does OOH Contribute to a Media Strategy?
However, we now know that, even though such
a message may not be recalled cognitively, it
is still being processed by the brain as a part
of the way we process things all the time with
low attention. The Tracker study found that the
association of the attribute “International” to
the Heineken brand rose when the billboard
went up, and that it stayed up even while
claimed recall of where the ad had been placed
had dropped.”

Innumerable studies of OOH, some of which will
be referred to later in this text, have confirmed
the in-market efficacy of the medium, but at a
fundamental communication level, just what are
the unique characteristics of OOH that differentiate
it from other media?
As we have discussed, consumers do not actively
engage with outdoor as they do with other content
driven media they have purchased or tuned into. For
this reason consumers may not remember precisely
where they saw a particular message on a specific
outdoor site, but this does not mean that there is
not a degree of subliminal message retention.
A Brand Health Tracker survey conducted by TNS

(8)

Research Surveys measured ad awareness and
various key imaging attributes for a Heineken OOH
execution. The creative image included a visual of
a Heineken bottle with the word “International”
displayed above it. TNS reports that…
“While the response to where the creative
message had been placed rose for a period of
about a month it then fell back to its previous
levels, although the billboard was still up. In
terms of conventional media-think, many people
would conclude that the billboard had become a
part of the background and was no longer being
recalled.
8

www.tnsresearchsurveys.co.za

Only once the creative message on the billboard was
removed, did the association of “International” with
Heineken start to drop, clearly illustrating that OOH
messages are not necessarily reduced to passive
wallpaper over a period of time.
The 2011 FGI(9) Paths to Persuasion (P2P) study set
out to establish, not only the efficacy of the primary
media channels (including billboards) across a
number of advertising sectors in the South African
market, but also to isolate the intrinsic contribution
of each medium to consumer noting and engagement.
FGI discovered that, although most consumers
don’t spontaneously know where they have noticed
advertising, they have become conditioned to know
where to find the information they need.

9

Freshly Ground Insights: www.fgi.co.za
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Media Paths to Persuasion - Drivers
Information Delivery

Advertising Delivery

Introduction

Awareness

Entertainment
Education

Interest

Information
Comparison
Persuasion
Affirmation

Consideration
Reject

Try

Switch

Retain

Referral

Figure 7: FGI 7 Drivers of Information Delivery
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When they are in active decision-making mode,
either consciously or sub-consciously, consumers
know where to look for information and whether
to take note of that information if it is relevant to
them. In many instances, advertising investment is
in itself a catalyst for this behaviour.
For instance, there is generally below average
investment in radio by the cosmetics industry and
consequently consumers are intuitively aware that
radio is not the forum for beauty and cosmetic
insights. Female magazines on the other hand do
enjoy considerable advertising support from this
sector and are perceived as an important source
of such information. As marketers in this sector
increasingly direct advertising support into retail mall
and in-store advertising media, consumers in turn
intuitively recognize that these media formats play
an active role in the persuasion process, particularly
in the Comparison and Persuasion phases.

Consumers use communication channels, either
formally or informally, to introduce themselves
to brands. This stimulates a subsequent process
of deeper information gathering allowing them to
compare various brand alternatives, and ultimately
to identify information that will persuade them to
make a particular purchase decision, or not. The study
also isolated the significant role of ongoing media
exposure in providing post-purchase reassurance for
converted consumers, and in further encouraging
them to become positive brand advocates.
Wave3 of the P2P study isolated seven key roles that
different media play in delivering information to
consumers (Figure 7) and discovered that there is a
strong correlation between the information delivery
roles, or stages, and the complementary advertising
delivery roles of those same media channels.
These seven advertising delivery roles are not
mutually exclusive and each media channel
delivers information on each of these levels to
a greater or lesser degree, depending on the
unique characteristics of each media genre. These
characteristics were rated by respondents in terms of
both the perceived role of the medium in the overall
communication process and the specific importance
of the medium as a source of information for that
respondent.

FGI Media Paths to Persuasion
Relative Contribution within Medium
200
Indexed P2P Drivers

100
Radio

0

Magazines
Television

-100

Cinema
Internet

-200

Word of Mouth
Billboards

-300

Newspapers

-400
Introduce Entertain

Educate

Inform

Compare Persuade

Retain

Figure 8: FGI Paths to Persuasion Wave 3

The P2P studies further suggest that strategic use
of media formats should be directed at maximising
exposure across the full spectrum of the persuasion
process and that the inter-media selection should
be directed at creating complementary persuasion
patterns. At a generic level then, if indeed there is
such a thing for OOH media, Wave 3 suggests that in
relative terms OOH is more effective at informing,
facilitating brand comparison and persuading, than
it is at entertaining and educating (Figure 8). Radio
on the other hand is better at introducing brands
and entertaining.
This should not be seen as a limitation of the
OOH medium though but rather an invitation to
advertisers to unlock the creative potential of the
medium. Some of the most creative and entertaining

advertising in recent years has emanated from the
OOH sector.
Given the wide range of OOH formats and functions,
however, it is questionable whether we can glean
incisive insights at this macro level. After all, how
would a strategist assess the average communications
output of a spectacular interactive billboard, or a
digital TV screen in Sandton and a shopping trolley?
It is important to note, therefore, that each and
every OOH format brings a unique contribution to
a targeted media strategy and Wave4 of Paths to
Persuasion, which analyses the contribution of
media specifically within the automotive sector,
clearly demonstrates the unique contribution of
various OOH formats (Figure 9).
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Compare Persuade

Aﬃrm

Figure 9: FGI Paths to Persuasion Wave 4

So for instance, whilst billboards, in combination
with television, are an excellent way to launch a
new motor vehicle, point of sale advertising display
provides detailed information and facilitates
comparison. Mall activations, such as motor shows,
are highly effective in persuading consumers to
purchase. As always though, when it comes to
ongoing affirmation, consumer word of mouth plays
a crucial role.
As discussed earlier, out of home consumption of
media has undergone something of a revolution in
the marketplace. Increased consumer mobility and
the exponential growth in smartphones and tablet
devices, even in emerging markets like South Africa,
has meant that advertising messaging is more

ubiquitous than ever. Digitisation has propelled
consumers beyond the age of the dominant TV
screen, which defined advertising in the 80s and
90s, through the 2nd Screen (computer) and 3rd
Screen (Mobile devices) phases into the era of the
4th Screen.
Definitions of the 4th Screen may vary but in the
context of the South African market, they would
certainly include OOH media, such as touchscreens
and ambient video at shopping malls and taxi ranks,
and even TV screens within Taxis.
Based on a global study of over 100,000 consumers in
25 countries, Universal McCann (UM) has developed
a Channel Allocation Tool (CAT) which evaluates the
contribution of over 70 media channels, including

20 OOH channels ranging from billboards and
public transport advertising to smartphones and instore activations. This insight into the functional
contribution of OOH confirms that many OOH
applications may be as effective in the Call to
Action stage of the FGI study, as billboards are in the
Brand Introduction phase, depending on the actual
positioning of the site.

CAT data allows us to map the performance of OOH
media on two primary axes… advertising awareness
and transactional effectiveness… which correspond
broadly to the FGI brand-introduction and call-toaction phases. The UM study (Figure 10) confirms that
roadside billboards for instance have a well above
average ability to contribute to high awareness but
that transactional effectiveness (call to action) is
relatively low, as is the case for public transport and
advertising at airports.

Low awareness, high transaction
In-store promo

Awareness norm

Transactional effectiveness

35%

High awareness, high transaction

30%

25%
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In-store demo
In-store shelf ad
In-store circulars

20%

In-store ad

Mobile phone apps

Transactional norm
Event art/
charity

15%

10%
35%

OOH bar or restaurant

Event music
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Figure 10: Universal McCann CAT(10) Map for OOH Media
10 Channel Allocation Tool

In-store activities, such as promotions and product
demonstration, on the other hand, are most
effective at stimulating transactional engagement.
Advertising in the immediate retail environment
offers an excellent balance of awareness and
transactional call to action.
The Customer Journey 2012
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Figure 11: The Customer Journey:
Media Genre Contribution to Advertising

In researching The Customer Journey 2012 the
Outdoor Media Centre(11) modelled four stages in the
customer journey, also mirroring the stages in the
FGI model (Figure 11). They are…
1. Absorbing: Taking in information passively about
products and services but not doing anything with
that information yet
2. Planning: Researching your options by educating
and informing yourself about the category,
working up a shortlist
3. Obtaining: Working out where to buy the product
service you want, which brand to buy, how much
to pay
11 www.outdoormediacentre.org.uk

4. Sharing: Have recently bought and are sharing
your thoughts with other people and reviewing
your purchase
The study, conducted in Great Britain, concluded that
advertising still plays a significant role as a catalyst
in moving consumers through the stages (over 50%
of the movement between phases was attributed to
advertising) and most significantly, that OOH’s share
of effective advertising encounters increases the
closer that consumer gets to the obtaining phase,
provided the appropriate mix of OOH formats is
applied to the relevant market circumstance.
The consistency in all these findings is further
corroboration of the FGI Paths to Persuasion report
and the study clearly highlights the complementary
nature of billboards and retail OOH activity when
communicating with consumers across the full
spectrum of the information process and reinforces
the recency contribution of OOH.
One of the prime protagonists for recency in media
strategy, Erwin Ephron(12) has argued that the
primary role of any advertising message is to sell
to consumers when they are ready to buy. Ephron
writes…
It is as if there is a window of opportunity
for the ad message preceding each purchase.
Advertising’s job is to influence that purchase.
Media’s job is to put the message in the window.

12 www.ephrononmedia.com
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Although Ephron was writing primarily about the
weight and timing of TV campaigns, this observation
applies equally well to the specific geo-positioning
of OOH advertising messages. Over and above
the continuity of exposure inherent in ubiquitous
OOH messaging, it could be argued that placing
advertising messages at the point of purchase,
exposes the consumer to the message at the very
point when “the window of opportunity” is open
and that OOH offers the ultimate form of recency in
media exposure.

Whilst this latter point obviously mitigates strongly
in favour of mall media generally, it is also significant
when we consider the role of conventional billboards
and static signage in smaller communities and rural
areas.
The rapid expansion of the formal retail sector
deeper into peri-urban and rural communities has
increased the distribution footprint for many branded
advertisers. Mobility studies show clearly that
consumers in these market segments increasingly
cluster around these retail outlet points, which in
effect become the social hubs for many communities.
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OOH FUNCTIONALITY CLUSTER MAP
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Figure 13: OOH Functionality Cluster Map

The South African Council of Shopping Centres
(SACSC)(13) currently lists 1653(14) shopping centres
generating R663 billion in retail sales annually. Retail
sales in these centres have grown by an average 9%
annually over the past 5 years. Research conducted
by Urban Studies(15) since 1998, confirms that the
vast majority of South Africans visit a retail centre
of some description on a weekly basis (Figure 12).
Each of these visits represents a unique sojourn
into the OOH zone and a very specific advertising
opportunity.
13 www.sacsc.co.za
14 2,000m2 or more
15 www.urbanstudies.co.za

Placement of conventional billboards or other
external retail signage in these retail hubs, or
nodes, not only generates high campaign awareness,
but also acts as an effective point of sale reminder
and call to action. Further analysis of shopper
behaviour in these retail community nodes shows a
strong positive correlation between average dwelltime and actual amount spent by consumers. The
longer the consumer’s dwell-time, the greater the
potential for OOH to intersect with and impact upon
the purchase decision.

Not only do retail centres and malls represent a major
opportunity for advertisers as an end destination for
consumers who are in real-time purchasing mode,
but the journey to these nodes represent a further
opportunity to communicate with consumers outside
perceived “drive-times” and established drive-time
vehicular routes. Average travelling time to a retail
centre will vary depending on the category of the
retail centre and, predictably, the neighbourhood
shopping centre reflecting the shortest travel time.
This social imperative combined with overall
consumer mobility and mode of transport, is a crucial
consideration for media strategists in evaluating the
efficacy of OOH media. In researching this text, a
number of stakeholders in the South Africa media
industry were asked to consider their own strategic
use of OOH against two primary factors… Mode
of Consumer Mobility and Proximity to Purchase
Decision. Respondents were asked to rank OOH
media in terms of their ability to…
• Reach consumers who are in transit (i.e.
consumers who are exposed to the medium while
they are using cars, taxis etc.) versus consumers
who are pedestrians (i.e. exposed to the medium
whilst they are travelling on foot).
• Reach consumers at the actual point of purchase.

This functional analysis of strategic OOH usage,
confirms that media decision makers are intuitively
aligned with the findings of all three studies when it
comes to the deployment of the myriad OOH formats
(Figure 13). Clearly then, there is no universal OOH
format that does it all.
This once again highlights the need for a more
inclusive classification model for OOH media. An
accurate and all-encompassing classification of OOH
media makes a contribution way beyond the mere
measurement of advertising investment alone and
is a vital precursor to a full understanding of the
strategic capability of OOH.
Depending on how and where it is deployed, OOH is
capable of injecting far more than broad awareness
into any media campaign. At a strategic level, it really
is a case of ensuring that the correct OOH format is
deployed to meet the particular campaign needs. If
the campaign calls for high generalised awareness,
then billboards, taxis, gantries and branded vehicles
et al offer a viable solution. Conversely, if the
campaign has a strong call to action, then mall
media and in-store promotions or activations need
to be given equal weight in the decision making
equation. Even washroom ads could be considered
as they allow for detailed information transfer in a
highly personalised and intimate environment.
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The aim of marketing is to
know and understand the
customer so well the product or
service fits him and
sells itself.
Peter Drucker

4]

Target Marketing

As media planning is a process which is directed at
the successful communication of creative messages
to predetermined audiences, it follows that the
identification of these audiences, and subsequently
their media consumption habits, is of singular
importance.
Such audiences must be described in terms of
the specific marketing objectives outlined by the
advertiser. Certainly any media strategist or media
owners worth their salt will provide constructive
feedback on the shortcomings of existing target
market definitions, but the primary focus should be
on the most effective approach to reaching these
people.
Why use Target Markets?
Every aspect of the consumers’ behaviour which
may impact on their purchasing behaviour pattern
is constantly the focus of extensive research.
No one product can fulfil the needs of the entire
mass market and consequently advertisers need to
identify those consumers who have the greatest
propensity to purchase their products. Media owners
in turn need to focus on their medium’s ability to
deliver those audiences.
The criteria used to segment the market will
consequently vary greatly, but, the one thing these
criteria have in common is the ultimate objective of
minimising advertising wastage. Any target market

description which is used for media planning must
therefore...
• Focus on consumers who have a specific (normally
above average) interest in the advertised product
or service.
• Represent as closely as possible the intended
target market envisaged by the marketer.
• Be compatible with the target market for which
the creative message has been specifically
developed.
There are many reputable databases and media
studies that enhance the planner’s understanding of
the market, and AMPS(16) is widely accepted as the
industry standard against which the bulk of media
performance in South Africa is measured. It should
be noted however, that effective target marketing is
as much a function of what data is actually available,
as it is of accuracy in formulation.
As we shall see later, one of the limitations of the
AMPS database is its restricted reporting on the
OOH media sector. In this regard, when it comes
to reporting OOH TGI(17) offers a considerably more
comprehensive overview of the South African OOH
market offering.

16 All Media and Product Survey Published by SAARF
17 Target Group Index South Africa: www.tgi.co.za
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Market Segmentation & Mobility

SAARF LSMS

The market can be segmented in a number of
ways, limited only by the specific objectives of the
advertiser and, of course, the natural tendency
of the market to group itself around identifiable
segmentation criteria. There are, however, five
primary segmentation techniques, or perspectives,
which are widely utilised to define markets at a
macro level...

A model widely used for media segmentation
purposes in South Africa is the SAARF(18) Universal
Living Standards Measure model. The LSM model
was South Africa’s first multivariate market
segmentation tool which allowed media strategists
to move away from traditional, racially biased,
demographic segmentation and to profile the market
into relatively homogeneous macro-groupings.

• Demographics

Initially segmenting the market into 8 groups,
the qualifying parameters used to define the LSM
segments have been through a number of iterations
to arrive at the current model. LSM groups are
based on a set of marketing differentiators which
group people according to their living standards,
using criteria such as degree of urbanisation and
residential circumstances, to mobile phone usage
and status of electronic appliances in the home.

• Psychographics
• Lifestyle
• Product usage
24

• Geo-demographics
In some instances, even the media usage habits of
the consumers themselves can be used to segment
the market. So for instance, major book retailers
may target magazine or newspaper readers, because
behaviourally, elective reading is the precursor to
book-purchasing.
It lies outside the scope of this text to expand on each
of these segmentation perspectives. Suffice it to say
that AMPS, to varying degrees, offers segmentation
insights across all these criteria.

At inception, LSMs were never intended, despite
the values attributed to the various groups, to be
an explicitly lifestyle model. They were essentially
a repackaging of existing demographic information.
It is also important to note that the LSM model is a
wealth measure based on standard of living rather
than income, and that any income based insights are
extrapolated after the fact and then superimposed
on the LSM skeletal frame.

18 South African Audience Research Foundation:
www.saarf.org.za

As the list of variables used to construct the
current LSM model has been expanded to reflect
the increasing complexity of the marketplace, and
the range of information included in AMPS has been
broadened to include attitudinal and psychographic
insights, so scrutiny of LSMs more reasonably lays
claim to offering bona fide lifestyle insights.
In order to further facilitate the interrogation of
the data, since 2008 there has been an additional
segmentation layer within the parameters of the
broader 10 LSM model. LSM bands from LSM7 upwards
were further split into “high” and “low” extensions.
These extensions have injected considerable nuance
into AMPS LSMs, allowing media planners to generate
more incisive micro insights within the macro 10 LSM
model.

for a more spontaneous and logical re-clustering of
the overall LSM bands into functional market and
media segments. One such approach to clustering
the LSM bands is found in the Muller Cluster Model
(Figure 14).
Based on a mid-point analysis using median HH
incomes and tipping points in media consumption
affinity, such as the transition from SABC ALS radio
to other independent commercial radio formats,
or the shift from Free to Home (FTH) TV to Pay
TV, the Muller Cluster model recognises 6 primary
market clusters, each with very distinctive media
consumption patterns…
• LSM 1 - 3: Traditional (11,9% of Population)
• LSM 4 - 5: Transitional (30% of Population)

Naturally, the LSM bands are not airtight pockets
and serve to bring together groupings of people from
the total population into a continuum of contiguous
and sometimes slightly overlapping groups. In most
instances, marketers group or cluster the individual
LSM bands into more manageable and coherent
groupings, which reflect an assumed homogeneity.

• LSM 6: Middle (22,6% of Population)

LSMs and the Muller Cluster Model

These clusters are used to report the overall reach
for OOH in subsequent sections of this text.

As from AMPS 2012AB, further extensions have been
applied all the way down to LSM4, giving media
planners a de facto 17 level split within the original
10 LSM template. These 17 splits invite and allow

• LSM 7 - LSM 8 Low: Upper Middle B
(15,9% of Population)
• LSM 8 High – LSM 10 Low: Upper Middle A
(16,7% of Population)
• LSM 10 High: Elite (2,8% of Population)
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LSM Segments
AMPS 2012 AB

Households
000s

TOTAL
LSM 1
LSM 2
LSM 3
LSM 4
LSM 5
LSM 6
LSM 7
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LSM 8
LSM 9
LSM 10

LOW

Av HH
Income

Adults 15+
000s

14074

R 8,838

34935

311

R 1,419

575

657

R 1,930

1422

968

R 2,237

2171

1060

R 2,827

2412

HIGH

882

R 3,245

2114

LOW

1150

R 3,582

2839

HIGH

1192

R 4,124

3126

LOW

1518

R 5,161

4017

HIGH

1515

R 7,449

3882

LOW

801

R 9,730

2088

HIGH

742

R 11,880

1915

LOW

583

R 14,837

1540

HIGH

575

R 15,995

1454

LOW

657

R 18,636

1641

HIGH

641

R 22,927

1637

LOW

444

R 27,590

1112

HIGH

378

R 34,019

990

LSM
Clusters

Households
000s

Av HH
Income

Adults 15+
000s

14074

R 8,838

34935

Traditional

1937

R 2,001

4168

Transitional

4284

R 3,477

10492

Middle

3033

R 3,034

7898

Upper
Middle B

2127

R 11,881

5544

Upper
Middle A

2317

R 20,884

5843

Elite

378

R 34,019

990

Figure 14: AMPS Living Standards Measure Segments & Clusters

This is not to suggest that LSMs should be seen as
some sort of panacea; an invitation to abandon the
core criteria which would normally underpin the
target market description. The media planner needs
to develop target market definitions, making use of
LSMs along with other criteria where appropriate,

which are tailor-made to meet the specific needs of
the brand. LSMs have a great deal to offer the media
planner, provided they are used as a primary point
of entry to the market, and not as the final target
market descriptor itself.

Targeting OOH
There is a general misperception that OOH is not
a targeted medium but this view is increasingly
incorrect. Using robust audience data ranging
from sophisticated mapping techniques, which
incorporate GPS technology and electronic eye
tracking devices, to simple vehicular passage and
pedestrian foot traffic counts, advertisers are
increasingly able to pinpoint where their consumers
live, work and play.
OOH media do not have a conscious or consentbased association with consumers. Magazines may
be purchased and radio or TV sets tuned to specific
stations, but OOH signage is positioned without the
specific consent of the targeted consumers. This
does not mean however, that we cannot build up
a clear picture of the implied relationship between
these consumers and the various OOH platforms to
which they are exposed.
Increasingly though, control over advertising
message exposure is shifting from the medium and
the advertiser to the consumer. Digital remotes
and the PVR decoders have become the preferred
instruments of commercial message avoidance. The
intrusive nature of OOH however, means advertisers
can break through this barrier to advertising
consent. Tactically positioned to maximize the
impact of thematic and decision-interval relevance,
OOH not only attracts the attention of consumers
but actively engages with them.

From a macro perspective, the primary demographics
that the media strategist can most effectively control
are geographical distribution and broad community
orientation or geo-segmentation. Although this
level of target marketing does not have the same
degree of micro-control offered by a TV programme
or a specific magazine title for instance, these
criteria may still reveal a great deal about the
implied lifestyles and probable consumption habits
of targeted consumers. So for instance, marketers
may reach the elusive Elite consumer by targeting 4
and 5-star golf courses.
A younger target market would suggest a site en
route to a school or university rather than one in an
industrial area. A product aimed at motor vehicle
owners would be better positioned at a site giving
high exposure to vehicular traffic, rather than at a
site which delivers a high pedestrian flow.
Washroom ads in gyms clearly target health conscious
individuals, whilst hanging banners and escalators in
shopping malls reach economically active consumers
at the point of purchase. Marketers can even target
specific nodes within the mall to reach specific
consumers e.g. Food courts and cinemas for the
youth market, and banking malls for the business
sector.
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Figure 15: USA Touchpoints Mobile App
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Another consideration in targeting OOH media is
the target market’s mobility pattern. Obviously
mobility is a function of a number of factors
ranging from geographical location and employment
status to available transport, but over and above
these factors, we need to understand the timing
of consumer movements, whether vehicular or
pedestrian. These patterns of mobility reflect the
available audience for OOH, just as viewership and
listenership patterns do for TV and radio.
The 2012 USA Touchpoints study conducted by
The Media Behaviour Institute(19), on behalf of the
Outdoor Advertising Association of America(20) (OAAA)
is a rich multidimensional study of consumers’ daily
19 www.mediabehaviour.com
20 www.oaaa.org

lives which captures behaviour in real time, using
a smartphone app to collate responses to a menu
driven diary every 30 minutes (Figure 15).
Respondents, from the sample of over 21000 adults,
were asked to identify where and with whom they
were at any given time, their emotional state and
the activities they were undertaking and, most
importantly, to indicate media consumption. This
continuous data flow allows marketers to map out
the sequence of media exposure against the full
context of the consumers’ daily lives and to identify
contextual factors that impact message receptivity.
Understanding these dynamics is fundamental to
enhancing both thematic message relevance and

decision-interval relevance in the media planning
process, and ultimately measurable in-market
return on media investment (ROMI).
The Touchpoints Study identified 6 distinct “Away
From Home” consumer categories, each yielding a
unique set of behavioural and emotional states and
each offering a unique OOH communication platform…
• Travelling: Car or Truck/ Motorcycle/ Airports &
Air Travel/ Bicycle/ Walking
• Outside: Outdoors away from home
• Public Transportation: Buses/ Trains/ Taxis etc.
• Retail: Grocery stores and shopping malls
• Food Service: Restaurants/ Bars/ Fast food
outlets

Certainly, in South Africa, one might intuitively
infuse a number of additional clusters into
this mix. Educational institutions, particularly
tertiary institutions where campus life is a unique
behaviour pattern, offer a unique OOH platform
to communicate with a highly indentifable market
segment. Away from home entertainment nodes,
which would include cinemas and nighclubs for
instance, and sports venues, such as golf courses,
offer a access to very specific lifestage and lifestyle
market segments.
USA Touchpoints (Figure 16) illustrates a clear pattern
of consumer mobility, and of course corresponding
OOH advertising opportunities, with afternoons
representing the peak away from home zone.

• Gym: Gyms and Health Clubs
20

15
Avg. D
Day Reach (%)

Traveling
Outside
10

Public Transportation
p
Food Service

5

Retail
Gym

0

Figure 16: USA Touchpoints Study
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The key to applying these insights to the South African,
and indeed African, market lies in recognising the
potential of the consumers’ total time away from
home, not just the travelling peak times, leaving
home in the morning and returning in the evening.
Each category has a distinctive primetime pattern.
Retail for instance peaked from mid-morning to
early afternoon, while Food Service peaked at
lunchtime and early evening. Although at a much
lower level overall, away from home primetime for
Public Transportation peaks early morning and early
evening.
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Generally speaking in South Africa, the historical
focus on media research has been very much on
quantitative audience measurement rather than a
strategic understanding of consumer connection
points, so very little attention has been paid to
illuminating a “day in the life of a media consumer”.
The absence of such quantifiable insights may well
be the catalyst for the planners’ pre-occupation
with “drive time” as a focal point for both OOH and
radio advertising.
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Away from Home
Figure 17: Millward Brown GRP Study

One local study that does shed some insight on this
pattern of movement, however, was conducted in
2011 by Millward Brown on behalf of Provantage.
In a respondent base of 500 LSM 5-6 consumers,
the study largely confirms the findings of the US
Touchpoints report, indicating that the vast majority
of time away from home occurs outside of drive time
(Figure 17).
16%

Peak Times: “Travelling"
Leave Home

14%
12%
Percent %

In South Africa there are of course variations in
consumer mobility between the broad market
segments. The Elite market, for instance, is more
economically active and generally more mobile,
and leaves home later in the morning than Middle
Class consumers, probably as a result of the higher
incidence of motor vehicles (Figure 18).
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Peak “Away from
Home” Time
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Figure 18: Consumer Mobility Patterns: Source TGI

While these morning drive and afternoon drive
periods do offer a great opportunity to reach Travel
consumers through a myriad of OOH formats, such
as billboards, gantries, building wraps and of course
transit media like trains, taxis, and taxi TV, media
strategists who disregard the full range of away
from home consumer touch points, miss a significant
opportunity to connect with consumers while they
are in OOH Zone and are predisposed to making key
purchasing decisions!
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With the proliferation of digital screens, for instance,
many OOH formats are able to offer tailored daypart
exposure patterns for specific advertising campaigns.
Morning slots might be more suited to coffee and
cake messaging and afternoons to youth orientated
cold drinks and fast food offerings.

This is why a more inclusive categorisation of all
OOH media formats is an essential pre-cursor to
effective use of the medium.
While South African marketers are blessed with
a tremendous amount of data which allows for
quantitative market segmentation using all the
primary segmentation techniques referred to earlier,
sound strategic planning for OOH requires a liberal
dose of the most effective segmentation tool of all…
common sense.
Data provide insights but only people provide
effective media solutions.

5]

Basic Media Terminology

It has often been said of research that it is used in the
same way that a drunk uses a lightpole … for support,
rather than illumination. The same might be said
for media terminology. The advertising industry has
managed to accumulate a vast wealth of complex
terminology which is used to describe a set of very
simple relationships. In attempting to understand
the basic mechanics of media terminology, and
how to apply them, media decision makers should
look beyond the terminology itself and attempt
to understand the concepts and relationships it
describes.
In evaluating media options, there have traditionally
been two clearly defined primary decision-making
areas…
• The Inter-media (macro) Decision
• The Intra-media (micro) Decision
The inter-media, or as it is increasingly known, the
channel choice, pertains to the selection of one
media genre in preference to another e.g. Magazines
vs Radio or the decision to combine various media
types in one campaign e.g. TV and OOH.
More often than not, this is a creative process
which involves the selection of media which most
obviously matches the stated marketing, advertising
and media objectives. In short, we must relate
the specific ability of a medium to transmit the
advertising message to its overall compatibility with
the general advertising theme.

It is generally accepted that the intra-media decision
follows on the inter-media decision, concerning
itself with options within a media genre e.g. “Having
decided to use OOH media, do I deploy conventional
Billboards or do I utilise Escalators and Washroom
advertising?” It is at this point that most planners,
often prematurely, revert to quantitative analysis.
In making both the channel and the intra-media
decisions, there are three primary elements which
are central to the media planning process … Reach,
Frequency and Impact… and the inter-relationship
between these elements is maintained and
constrained by the advertising budget. The first of
these concepts may be defined as…
• Reach: The number of people within your target
market, who are exposed to the advertiser
message at least once. This is usually reflected
as a percentage and is often referred to as
coverage, or cover.
• Frequency: The number of times, on average,
that a person within the target market is supposed
to have been exposed to the advertiser’s message.
It is important to note that people consume media
despite the presence of advertising, not because of
it. In many instances, active advertising avoidance
is becoming the definitive behaviour pattern. The
advent of the PVR decoder for instance has altered
TV viewing patterns of millions of DSTV subscribers,
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for whom time shifted viewing and fast forwarding
through commercials, is the default viewing
behaviour. In this respect, the intrusive ability
of OOH to reach and engage with consumers at a
subconscious level makes a unique contribution to
any media schedule.

Manipulating the impact variable refers specifically

Recognizing this fact, the term opportunities to see
(OTS), or opportunities to hear (OTH) in the case of
radio, therefore refers to the number of times on
average, that a targeted individual is exposed to the
medium in which the advertiser’s message is being
carried, rather than the advertising message itself.

The DMT(21) Model

The third concept is defined as…
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• Impact: The relative degree of assumed
awareness, or measured ad noting, achieved
by a particular creative execution in any given
medium.
When we talk of Impact in the media sense, rather
than the broad communication sense, we refer to the
likelihood of a particular advertisement being noted
and subsequent to that noting, being understood in
any medium. This is governed by a wide range of
variables such as duration of commercial on Radio
and TV, or use of size, colour and clarity of message
in the case of OOH.

to these mechanical parameters, rather than
the more widespread and generic reference to
creative content. This point takes on considerable
significance when we evaluate the specific definition
of OOH reach, as determined in AMPS.

All media offer varying degrees of impact, reach
and frequency within the confines of a given budget.
These three elements remain in a stage of dynamic
tension and in any media plan, to achieve optimal
exposure on one axis, is to erode performance on
one, or both, other axes. Some media are highly
impactful, but expensive, and can therefore allow
the advertiser to buy only limited frequency or reach.
Others are low impact media, but exposure can be
purchased very cheaply, so that high frequency and
reach can both be maintained for long periods of
time.
So, clearly, time or the overall duration of campaign,
is also a critical element in any media strategy. We can
represent the interplay between these 3 elements in
a simple model, where the total campaign output
equates to 100% of available budget (Figure 19).
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Similarly, Washroom Ads with motion sensors and
audio visual message delivery cost more to roll
out than standard formats. They offer tremendous
impact and engagement but the constraints of a fixed
budget would limit their distribution, and ultimately
their reach, relative to the cheaper format.

Frequency
impact

Budget Constraints
(100%)

Figure 19: The Dynamic Media Tension Model

For instance, TAB(22) visibility adjustment indices
(VAI’s) indicate that 96 sheet billboard equivalents
are more likely to be seen than 48 sheet billboard
equivalents at the same relative position and
distance. Given the cheaper pricing however,
roughly twice as many 48 sheet formats could be
purchased, offsetting the effect of the relatively
lower impact per individual billboard.

22 Traffic Audit Bureau for Media Measurement Inc.

So when we talk of down-weighting the impact
variable, we refer only to its relationship with the
budget. In other words, we spend less money on
paying for elements which seem to increase measured
ad noting but in all probability, expend the same,
if not more, creative energy in communicating the
advertising message clearly and meaningfully.
Big and expensive does not necessarily mean creative.
Neither is small and inexpensive synonymous with
poor creativity. There can be no hard and fast
rule regarding impact in advertising. Some of the
greatest advertising of all time has consisted of very
simple, inexpensive ideas.
Gross Rating Points (GRPs)
It is often necessary for the media planner to compare
not just the performance of individual media types,
but the performance of different multi-schedule
options. This presents the planner with a number
of difficulties, particularly where media objectives
have not necessarily been clearly defined.
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For instance, how would a planner choose between
the following two schedules, assuming the budget
was fixed at the same level for both?
• Schedule A: 65% Reach @ 3,7 OTS?
• Schedule B: 75% Reach @ 2,3 OTS?
If your initial objective is high reach, then clearly
Schedule B is the better option. If your objective is
frequency, Schedule A is better equipped to meet
that objective. What option would you choose,
however, if the objective for the campaign is 70%
reach at 3 OTS? Neither of these schedules fits
this brief exactly. Schedule A is low on reach and
Schedule B is low on frequency.
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We need to have a mechanism whereby we can
compare the performance of these two schedules
without specific reference to either reach or
frequency; a measure of the overall volume of
advertising (message weight) delivered by these
schedules. The most commonly used method is by
reference to Gross Rating Points or GRPs.
A single rating point may be defined as…
A unit of measure of a medium’s advertising
audience delivery, equal to 1% of the total
potential audience universe.

It is important to note that in absolute terms, the
1% refers always to the measured universe of the
selected target market, as defined by the database
under consideration, not necessarily for the total
population. For instance, in Soweto, 178,000 female
main shoppers (50% of total female main shoppers)
claim to “often see” advertising on Shopping
Trolleys(23). So Shopping Trolleys have the potential to
deliver 50% reach against female Soweto shoppers,
or 50 rating points.
GRPs are the sum of all the measured rating points
delivered against a specified target market, and,
at the simplest level, may be computed by the
following formula...
• GRPs = Reach % x Frequency
GRPs are measured without regard to multiple
exposure of the same advertising message to
individuals. So 1% of the population seeing the
advertisement once yields 1 rating point, or 1 GRP.
1% of the population seeing the advertisement twice
yields 2GRPS.
Reverting to the earlier conundrum, we can now see
that in the absence of clear objectives, Schedule A is
the more efficient schedule in that it generates 40%
more volume of advertising exposure than Schedule B.
• Schedule A: 65% Reach @ 3,7 OTS = 240,5 GRPs
• Schedule B: 75% Reach @ 2,3 OTS = 172,5 GRPs

23 Source: TGI

In this sense, GRPs can almost be likened to the
concept of “square metres” when calculating the
area of a house. A house that is 25 metres long by
12 metres wide, delivers 300m2… the volume of floor
space. Similarly, an advertising campaign delivering
25% of the market at 12 OTS would generate 300
GRPs. The overall volume of advertising!
It follows that if the architect, or media planner, has
two out of the three factors in this simple equation,
the third may always be calculated. An advertising
campaign that generates 600 GRPs and reach of 50%
will also deliver 12 OTS. Or to frame it in terms of
practical benchmarks, an advertising campaign that
requires 50% reach to be maintained on a monthly
basis across the year, will generate 300 GRPs.
As advertisers focus increasingly on cost-efficiency
and ROI outcomes for media campaigns, so the need
to quantify the “volume” of advertising exposure
becomes more central to the media planning
decision. The cost of GRP delivery, or as it is often
reflected Cost Per Point (CPP), provides one such
currency measure. CPP is calculated by the following
formula…
• CPP = Total Budget (Rands) ÷ GRPs

If in our example the fixed budget had been an
amount of R250,000, then Schedule A would not
only generate the most GRPs but would also be
the more cost efficient option with a CPP of R1039
(R250,000 ÷ 240,5).
As media strategists though, it is important to bear
in mind that we need to reassure clients of both the
efficacy (qualitative measures) and the efficiency
(quantitative measures) of their campaigns. In short,
we need to reassure clients that the medium works
and terminology should be deployed to facilitate
this reporting process, not to confuse it.
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OOH FORMATS
Formats
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Balloons & Blimps
Billboards
Billboards: Large
Billboards: Digital
Branded Cars
Building Wraps
Bridges & Gantries
Buses: External
Buses: Internal
Bus Shelters
Dustbins
Posters: Small (Inc. Dustbins)
DigitalScreens/ LED Scrollers (Malls & Centres)
Escalators in Shopping Malls
Golf Carts GPS Screens
Hanging Banners Shopping Malls and Airports
Parking Lot Advertising
Payphones
Street Poles
Projected Images Buildings
Shopping Trolleys
Posters: Small (Inc. Dustbins)
Sports Stadia Digital Screens & Boards
Sports Stadia Perimeter Boards
Taxis : External
Taxis: Interior
Taxis: Transit TV
Taxi: Rank TV
Trailer/ Mobile Hoardings
Trains: External
Trains: Interior
Tuk Tuk Transport
Washroom Ads

OOH NODES AND DESTINATIONS
AMPS TGI
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

"Seen advertising at … "
Airports
Clothing Store Fitting Rooms
Clubs & Pubs
Gautrain Stations
Golf Courses
Hair Salons
In- Store (Aisle End)
In-Store (Floor)
In-Store (Trolley)
In-Store (Poster)
Petrol Stations
Pharmacies
Railway Stations
Shopping Centres & Malls
Sports Events
Supermarkets
University Campuses
Washrooms

AMPS TGI
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Figure 20: OOH Media in AMPS and TGI
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Measuring OOH Exposure

It is an often expressed, and largely erroneous, point
of view that OOH is under-researched relative to
other media offerings. Whilst this may be true when
it comes to the detailed quantitative iteration of
frequency and GRPS, there is certainly no shortage
of insight when it comes to macro calculations of
broad exposure and reach. Indeed, AMPS and TGI
collectively report reach for a comprehensive cross
section of OOH formats (Figure 20).

Whilst AMPS is arguably the industry gold standard
when it comes to measuring media performance
across the board, it is worth noting that TGI also
provides considerable insight into the performance
of a wide range of OOH formats. In comparing data
between surveys however, it should be noted that
there are considerable differences in sampling
and methodology. Despite the limitations of AMPS,
which arguably excludes 50% of the commercial OOH
platforms, if not more, the study still confirms that
collectively, OOH media provide widespread ceilinglevel coverage across all markets in South Africa
(Figure 21).

AMPS 2012 AB: OOH Reach All Adults
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Figure 21: OOH Reach
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What constitutes OOH Reach?
Whichever survey is utilised to report OOH reach
media decision makers should acquaint themselves,
not only with the procedure followed in conducting
the study, but with the actual questions themselves.
In this respect, it is crucial that we address two
concepts… reliability and validity… which must
be understood if any study is to be used with a
reasonable level of confidence.
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• Reliability: From a media research perspective
we address this issue by posing the question “If
we measure the same set of media again and
again, with the same or a comparable measuring
instrument, will we get the same or similar
results?” Reliability can therefore be loosely
defined as the relative absence of errors of
measurement in audience reporting.
• Validity: In simple terms, the most common
definition of validity is reflected in the
question... “Are we measuring what we think we
are measuring?” If research seeks to reconstruct
a reality, then validity seeks to establish the
credibility of that reconstruction. The emphasis
in this instance is on what is being measured
rather than the instrument of measure.

In media terms, a concern with validity of data poses
a series of questions: What is a reader? What is a
listener? What is a TV viewer? … and of course, what
constitutes being “reached” by OOH media? Analyses
of the various definitions of media consumption in
AMPS actually reveals that contrary to expectation,
the definition of exposure to OOH may well offer
more validity than those used to define audiences
for other media. Media audiences are defined in
AMPS as follows…
• Readership: You personally read or paged
through all or part of a copy of a publication,
including any of the separate parts, sections or
supplements which may come with it. It does
not matter where you read or paged through it.
It also does not matter if you or someone else
bought it or whether you received it free of
charge at your home or elsewhere.
• Listenership: You have personally listened to
radio… it may be all of a programme or only part
of it. It does not matter how you listened to it
– via a radio set, a computer, a cellphone, the
television, satellite, or any other means – nor
does it matter where you listened to it.
• Viewership: You have been in a position where
you are able to see the screen of a TV set which
is switched on (whether at home or elsewhere)…
even if you are doing something else.

Clearly these definitions are extremely open-ended
and do not refer directly to actual advertising
exposure. In broad terms then, media audiences as
defined in AMPS should be viewed as providing an
indication of the consumer’s broad opportunity to be
exposed to the medium, referred to as opportunities
to see (OTS) or opportunities to hear (OTH), rather
than actual exposure to the advertising message
itself.
The AMPS definition of exposure to OOH, on the other
hand, has a much more direct filter and respondents
are required to answer very specifically regarding
their exposure to the medium. By way of example,
the OOH interviewing process for Billboards is as
follows…

the advertising thereon. In other words, we need
to differentiate between seen a bus and seen a bus
with advertising.
Unlike other media measured in AMPS, as we can
clearly see, OOH has a more stringent definition of
reach in that it measures exposure to advertising
content, not just exposure to the medium itself. In
fact, it could be argued that OOH is the only medium
in AMPS to have a built in ad-noting factor when it
comes to measuring reach.
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Now, I would like you to think about advertising
that you see when you are out of your home.
When last, if at all, have you seen Billboards
carrying any advertisements?
Respondents are shown a set of visual cues for each
OOH format, as per the example in Figure 22 and
as with other media in AMPS, these responses are
categorised in terms of advertising seen yesterday,
past 7 days (P7D), past 4 weeks (P4W) and ever seen.
In some respects the outdoor questions mirror those
for other media. For example, the inclusion of a
recency question followed by a frequency question.
Where the AMPS OOH questions differ from any other
media questions is that they specifically isolate and
explain the relationship between the medium and

Figure 22: AMPS OOH Examples of Visual Cue Cards

Eye tracking studies are usually conducted using nonintrusive lightweight devices, such as Tobii glasses,
and typically make use of Pupil Centre Corneal
Reflection (PCCR) to capture the eye movement and
fixation points of respondents. In simple terms, these
eye-tracking devices are able to visually map out the
interaction between consumers and OOH media and
provide tremendous insight into the influences of
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OOH Reach and Visual Attention
Intuitively, we have an understanding of reading,
listening and viewing but when we say that consumers
have “seen” advertising on OOH media, what does
this actually mean? How is the information on OOH
media processed and assimilated by consumers in
what seems at first to be a transitory exposure?
One of the most effectiveness means of measuring
the actual interface between consumers and OOH
media is through eye tracking studies.

both the medium and the surrounding environment.
Studies of eye tracking conducted by companies such
as Tobii(24), reveal that eyes have many similarities
with the workings of a photo camera. Light reflected
from an object or a scene travels into our eyes
through a lens. This lens concentrates and projects
the light on to a light sensitive surface located on
the back of a closed chamber.

24 An Introduction to eye tracking and Tobii eye trackers.
www.tobii.com

Unlike a camera, the light sensitive surface (the
retina) is not equally sensitive everywhere and the
human visual field, which spans about 220 degrees,
is divided into three primary visual zones.

Whenever we look at the world, we consciously or
unconsciously focus only on a fraction of the total
information that we could potentially process. In
other words we perform a perceptual selection
process called visual attention. Visually this is most
commonly done by rapidly and unconsciously moving
our eyes from one position within the visual field to
another (Figure 23).
Although the foveal region constitutes less than
8% of the visual field, it captures some 50% of the
information that is actually sent to the brain through
the optic nerve. So when we move our eyes to focus
on a specific region of an image or object, we are
essentially placing the foveal region of the eye on
top of the area which is currently within main focus
of the lens in our eye.

Figure 23: Fixations of the Foveal Region: Source Tobii

Through evolution, our eyes have been designed to
work in both dark and light environments as well as
providing both detail and quick changes in what we
see. This has led to certain functional compromises,
one of which is that we can only see details clearly
in a limited part of our visual field. This is known as
the foveal area.
The larger part of our visual field, the peripheral
area, is better adapted to low light vision, to
detecting movements and to registering contrasts
between colours and shapes. These images tend
to be blurry and less colourful. Between these two
areas we find a region of transition, which is known
as the parafoveal area.

By letting the foveal region register the image, the
brain get the highest visual resolution to process for
the image we are interested in, as well as the most
amount of data registered by the eye about that
area. These pauses between rapid eye movements
are called fixations.
Normally we shift our attention by moving our eyes
from one place in the visual field to another. This is
known as overt attention which would be typical of
reading a newspaper or watching a TV programme.
We are however just as capable of moving our mind’s
attention to those things which have registered in
our peripheral field of vision, and this is known as
covert attention. It is this form of visual attention
that most closely models the impact of OOH media.
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This is what was meant when earlier we observed
that, “unlike other media messaging, OOH
advertising is created exclusively to be consumed in
the out of home environment, where its powers of
intrusion do not require the explicit consent of the
consumer, in order to make an impact”.
Whilst it is not practical to use Eye-Tracking as an
ongoing quantitative measure of OOH performance,
studies confirm the OOH media are highly effective
in engaging the covert visual attention of consumers.
Or, in media terms, confirming the ability of OOH to
break through the consumer’s barrier to advertising
consent, generating impact and awareness into any
media campaign.
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OOH is the primary medium for tapping into the
consumer’s covert attention response and where
this involuntary exposure is juxtaposed against
the immediate decision making environment, we
have a formula for creating in-market response or
media ROI.
What are the factors that influence OOH
visibility?
In 1983, PRS(25) conducted a landmark Eye-Tracking
study in the USA, using a simulated driving
environment to uncover the levels of attention
and consideration generated by OOH advertising.
The survey revealed that 53% of respondents noted
billboards and 75% of those who noted billboards
read them as well.
25 Perception Research Services

A follow up Eye-Tracking study was conducted in
2000. Instead of a simulated environment, this time
the drivers wore ShopperVision glasses and actually
drove for 30 minutes. The 2000 PRS study confirmed
that advertisers could (i) expect a high proportion
(75%) of riders in a motor vehicle to examine a board
that is in their field of vision and (ii) that almost 50%
of the boards would be read or examined more than
once, as the automobile passed the location.
A similar Eye-Tracking study was conducted for
Postar(26) in the Great Britain, over a range of OOH
media, including buses, free standing sites and
bus shelters. The study reported the proportion
of respondents, both drivers and passengers, who
were exposed to any relevant OOH format and who
fixated on it at least once during such an event.
These viewing events, in media terms, might be
equated to opportunities to see (OTS).
The findings did not replicate the high levels of
performance outlined in the 2000 PRS study but
there was significant evidence to confirm that both
drivers (45,6%) and passengers (44,8%) did in fact
fixate on free-standing sites during an OTS event.
Both drivers (21,7%) and passengers (28,4%) fixated
on bus-shelters to a lesser degree during such an
OTS event. It should be stressed that this study
refers to fixations at unique OOH events and not the
cumulative reach of OOH across the duration of the trip.

26 Video Analysis of Drive Eye Behaviour.
June 2005 - Barber & Sanderson

Additional insights also suggest there are a number
of micro variables that impact on the degree of
impact achieved. So for instance, in the Postar(27)
Eye-tracking study, collectively drivers and
passengers fixated on 44,5% of free standing sites.
Where these sites were in multi panel environments,
fixation or noting per panel was only 24,0%. In other
words, messaging clutter will significantly reduce
the overall noting of OOH messaging. This latter
fact should always be considered when planning and
managing any OOH campaign.
There are also many tactical and creative factors
which have a direct impact on OOH messaging
uptake. Obviously these factors will vary from OOH
format to format. The creative parameters for a
shopping trolley, for instance, differ from those
for a washroom ad. Tactical guidelines for 96 sheet
billboards are not the same as those for building
wraps and mobile OOH media formats are governed
by different considerations than fixed signage.
Despite these format specific variations however,
there are a number of factors which consistently
present themselves as crucial to stimulating
consumer fixation initially and converting that covert
attention shift into noting and message recall. There
are many questions to consider…

27 www.postar.co.uk

• What is the nature of that traffic... vehicular or
pedestrian?
• Is the site angled to the road to improve visibility?
Head on? Parallel?
• What is the height and “run-up” visibility of the site?
• Is there anything which can obstruct the site?
• What is the state of the site and its surroundings?
Aesthetically pleasing? Well kept? Structurally
sound?
• What is the level of commercial clutter (other
messages which would distract the consumer
passing the site)?
• Is the site solus, semi-solus or heavily cluttered
(3 or more sites)?
Obviously the longer the site is visible, the higher
the probability of the consumer actually noting the
message carried on that site, and whatever model
is being used to select sites and estimate exposure
levels and weights, these performance criteria
should form part of the impact weighting for any OOH.
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The Postar visibility model utilised in the UK was
based on the core findings of its predecessor Oscar,
with some amendment to definitions of maximum
viewing distance (MVD) for various poster formats.
In simulated driving conditions, Oscar(28) surveyed
four parameters which contribute to visibility hit
rates for 6 sheet, 48 sheet and 96-sheet billboards
or posters…
• Vehicle Speed
• Distance of the edge of the panel from the road
• Angle of deflection of the sign from a head-on
position (The further from the road, the more
obtuse the angle of acuity)
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It follows from this argument that pedestrians
passing these sites would have an even greater
opportunity to see and absorb the message content.
This has huge significance for billboard advertising
in rural areas where the vast majority of consumers
would not necessarily have access to personal motor
vehicles for day to day travel.

Potential
Sighting
MVD

100
Metres

• Size of panel
Oscar confirms the impact of these strategic insights
in determining actual poster fixation hit rates
(Figure24). The findings conclude…
• Overall noting hit rates are higher for large
format sites than for small format sites
• Distance from the road and the resultant increase
in peripheral eccentricity will reduce the fixation
hit rate for all formats
• Increased speed of travel past the site reduces
the hit rate for all formats and for all sites,
irrespective of distance from the road

28 Oscar II Visibility Algorithm: Technical overview for OAA /
JICPAR Working Party 2006

30 Metres

OOH
Format

Speed
Mph

Angle of deflection from a
head-on position & Equivalent
Distance from Road
10o/ 5m

20o/11m

50o/35m

8

97.6

94.8

77.9

12

91.7

86

63.5

16

84.6

77.2

53.1

20

77.6

69.3

45.4

48 Sheet

20

66.8

57.8

35.4

6 Sheet

20

20.9

13.7

n/a

96 Sheet

Figure 24: Oscar Hit Rates 2006

In simple terms, the greater the speed of the vehicle,
the more the driver is fixated on focal points in the
distance, which has the effect of narrowing the
angle of vision (Figure 25). This narrowing of the
field of vision or reduction in perspective is a critical
factor in positioning OOH formats.

Figure 25: The Perspective Effect

In the USA, the TAB(29) EyesOn measure assigns
VAI(30) scores to key visibility factors for measuring
probability of noting for OOH advertising. These
include…
• Format and Size
• Angle and Position relative to the road
• Distance from the road
Key findings from TAB mirror those from Oscar. In
controlled testing where distance from the road
is held constant, format and size of poster is a
significant contributor to noting. Where size and
format are held constant, distance from the road
determines noting level (Figure 26).
As with Oscar, the position of the poster relative
to the road is also hugely significant. Posters which
are head on to the driver have the highest noting
(75%), followed by those on the driver near side
(59%). Posters that are on the passenger side (43%)
or parallel to the road (46%) show a marked decline
in noting.
29 Traffic Audit Bureau for Media Measurement
30 Visibility Adjustment Indices

Whilst the findings of this study are strictly speaking
billboard specific, we can extrapolate the insights
to other allied OOH media such as Trailer Ads or
Gantries. The position of gantries directly in the
line of sight for drivers contributes significantly
to their efficacy. Trailer Ads, if not prominently
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positioned in line of sight, may not offer the same
impact. The line of sight principle applies even to
pedestrian traffic in shopping malls. For example,
over and above their thematic relevance, it is the
positioning of Washroom Ads directly in the foveal
field of vision that enables fixation and contributes
significantly to high levels of noting and awareness.
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There are many other tactical considerations in
developing an effective OOH strategy, for example,
deciding whether to illuminate a site or not. This is
to a large degree a function of the position of the site
and the commuting pattern of the target market. For
example, it would be pointless illuminating a site
positioned in an industrial area, which is deserted in
the dark hours between dusk and dawn, whereas a

site on the M1 motorway has a high after-dark noting
potential.
As we saw earlier, consumers have unique commuter
patterns which will determine positioning of
individual sites relative to the road. For example,
in the Northern Suburbs of Johannesburg, if you are
targeting consumers en route to work in Sandton
you might wish to target South bound traffic. If
your message is more suited to their “end of the
day mindset” then targeting North bound traffic
might yield better results. In simple terms you sell
McDonald’s breakfast in the morning and Johnnie
Walker sunsets in the evening and with the increasing
availability and versatility of digital OOH screens,
these tactical considerations are pre-programmed
into the overall message roll-out strategy.

1) FORMAT AND SIZE

3) SIDE OF ROAD

Format/Size matters most when units are
in the same relative position and distance:

Side of Road matters most when
format and distance are constant:

Bulletin

.68

Percentage of
people passing
who see the ad

.59 Poster
.54

35m
.59 Poster

Jr. Poster

.75 Poster
35m
35m

Poster .43

2) DISTANCE IN RELATION TO SIZE

The role of distance really matters when
examining one format:

Bulletin

.55
.61
.70

Bulletin
Bulletin

70m
40m
20m

.59 Poster
.46

35m

4) PARALLEL POSITION

The impact of a parallel position
is significant:

35m

Figure 26: TAB Poster Noting Scores

Macro geo-positioning of sites is crucial in terms of
overall campaign coverage but micro management
of tactical elements will offer a higher yield in terms
of specific noting and localised response. Obviously
one of the most critical elements in this regard is
the creative message itself.

X1 MESSAGE
41.1%
AWARENESS

Effective Use of Creative Elements in OOH
As with all media exposure, the content of the
creative message and the efficacy with which it
communicates is central to the success of any media
campaign. OOH is no different, and it has long been
held that the most important guideline for effective
advertising on a billboard is to ensure that the
message is single-minded and succinct.

X2 MESSAGES

A study conducted by Mediacom, in conjunction with
the University of Alberta undertook a comprehensive
analysis of billboard advertising, testing the impact
of various billboards and their messages, and
discovering that, with billboards, less is indeed
more. In the study conducted for Evian Water it was
discovered that, for every extra message included in
the billboard, there was a corresponding decline in
effectiveness for the campaign (Figure 27). Awareness
declined from 41,1% for the single-message board to
29,2%, for the 5-message board.

34.9%
AWARENESS

36.7%
AWARENESS

X3 MESSAGES

X4 MESSAGES
33.8%
AWARENESS

X5 MESSAGES
29.2%
AWARENESS

Figure 27: University of Alberta Evian Water Noting
(Visuals Amended)
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There are also a few universally accepted principles
of creative outdoor execution, which are designed
to maximize fixation, noting and recall on billboards.
• Product Identification: Is the product clearly
visible?
• Short Copy: Is the basic idea expressed quickly
and with impact?
• Short Words: Can the reader read the copy at a
distance?
• Legible Type: Is the copy legible whilst moving?
• Large Illustrations: Do the illustrations
demonstrate the products usage? Are the
illustrations visible from a distance?
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• Bold Colours: Do the colours have impact and
complement each other?
• Colour contrast: Use colours with contrast and
try to avoid subtle colour blends which belong in
print
• Simplicity: KISS (Keep it Simple Stupid). Does it
have a simple big idea?
We can also add an additional creative principle,
which is increasingly the yardstick against which
great OOH creative is measured…

Another consideration which is central to effective
communication is “letter visibility”. Legibility
depends on rapid, sometimes instantaneous or
even subliminal, identification of shapes, and
consequently the letters themselves. Capital letters
have the greatest individual recognition value, but
they tend to read individually. Therefore, capitals
usually work best for display headings or captions
which are only three or four words in length.
Lower-case letters usually read as complete words
or phrases because the eye has become accustomed
to them through normal reading habits. Therefore,
lower-case letters are more appropriate for long
headlines or sentences. At long distance, very heavy
letters become blobs, and very thin letters become
invisible (Figure 28).
Appropriate use of colour in design and layout can
also enhance visibility and comprehension. The
OAAA(31) Guide to Creative Outdoor Advertising
provides a number of guidelines for effective use of
colour in OOH messaging. It is essential that outdoor
designs are easy to read and therefore it is important
to choose colours with high contrast in both hue and
value.

• Intrigue: Will the concept engage with the
consumers and allow them to actually interact
with the OOH format?

31 Outdoor Advertising Association of America

Upper and lower case type is easier to
read than all capital letters

Too little spacing between letters
makes them merge together

At long distance, very heavy letters
become blobs, and very thin letters
become invisible

Ornate script faces, and extensive
contrast between thick and thin
reduce legibility
Figure 28: Font & Casing

Contrasting colours are viewed well from great
distances, while colours with low contrast will blend
together and obscure a message.
OAAA research demonstrates that high colour
contrast can improve outdoor advertising recall by
as much as 38%.
A standard colour wheel clearly illustrates the
importance of contrast, hue and value. Opposite
colours on the wheel are complementary. For
example “red and green”, as illustrated alongside.
They represent a good contrast in hue, but their

values are similar. It is difficult for the human eye
to process the wavelength variations associated
with complementary colours. Therefore, a quivering
or optical distortion or vibration is sometimes
detected when two complementary colours are used
in tandem (Figure 29).

CONTRAST

VIBRATION

LOW VISIBILITY

HIGH VISIBILITY
Figure 29: Colour & Contrast
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Figure 30: The OAAA Colour Wheel
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In simple terms, complementary colours such
as red and green are not readily legible. Any
combination of colours of similar value or hue, even
without vibrating, will have low visibility. However,
complementary colours that have strong contrast
in value, and therefore little vibration, provide
maximum visibility. The colour wheel above reflects
18 colour combinations tested for visibility, using
primary and secondary colours, of full hue and
value. Visibility is ranked in sequence shown, with 1
being the most visible and 18 being the least visible
(Figure 30).

What about message wear out?
Recent studies conducted by University of Alberta,
continue to affirm the principle of minimizing
message content on individual sites. In contrast to
this, because OOH is a frequency medium, it still
allows for multiple exposures over a full campaign
period. Frequent campaign exposures can be utilised
using multiple executions within a single campaign,
allowing more than one message to be delivered
without losing the impact of a single-minded focused
ad principle on individual sites.
In fact, the Mediacom What Works study, conducted
by University of Alberta, compared the effectiveness
of campaigns with multiple executions to those with
only one. The research shows that those campaigns
with multiple executions not only deliver more
impact but can actually extend the life of a campaign
(Figure 31).
Mediacom “What Works”
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Figure 31: Mediacom “What Works”

In an online study conducted by SocialVibe(32),
interviews with 5,000 consumers in North America
confirmed that people do notice OOH advertising
and that this exposure to OOH messages is sustained
over time. 83% of respondents claim to see five or
more OOH ads each day and more than 50% claimed
they needed to see an OOH message up to three
times before they start to remember it. A loose
measure of effective reach at the 3+ level.

It seems then that, as with all other media, the key
to great OOH results lies in great creative ideas,
executed simply and regularly refreshed around a
coherent and consistent messaging theme.

When it comes to multiple exposures to OOH
messaging over time, 50% of respondents said they
still continue to notice out of home ads after a
month, and 54% of that group said they would still
notice the ads after three months.
53

32 Source: University of Alberta and OAAA
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Advertising is fundamentally
persuasion and persuasion
happens to be not a science,
but an art.
Bill Bernbach

7]

Quantitative Measurement of OOH Audiences

As with all media platforms, the importance of
accurate quantitative audience measurement and
accountability cannot be underestimated. Creating
a sound strategic framework is the most effective
starting point when developing a media strategy
but ultimately the cost efficiency and value of this
audience must be reported to the advertiser. Over
the past two decades the industry has affirmed the
growing need for OOH media to be measured against
the same standards as radio, print and television.
Early efforts to measure the reach and frequency
delivery of OOH centred on the “Copland Poster
Audience Model (CPAM)”, which had been developed
by Brian Copland in the 1950s, and which had been
extensively utilised in estimating European poster
audiences. The Copland Poster Audience Model
attempted to express...
• The relationship between market populations
and total traffic (total opportunity to see, or
passages past poster sites).
• The association between total opportunities to
see, reach and frequency.
Samples of informants were asked to trace their
journeys in the preceding seven days, yielding the
numbers of gross and net passages past the points
where the sites were located. It was found that in
many countries in which the model had been tested
and used, a firm relationship exists between the

number of passages per poster site, per head of
population, per week (known as the “A-value”), and
the population of the town or urban area in which
the sites are situated.
Recognising inherent weaknesses in the Copland
model, much of which centred on hugely inflated
reach figures and the inability of the model to
accommodate the wide disparity in consumer
mobility at extreme ends of the South African
market, subsequent models focused on developing
weighting factors to modify A-value data. Factors
such as traffic density, visibility, size of OOH
format and mobility factors such as pedestrian vs.
vehicular traffic were applied to the model, but
resultant quantitative output did little to eradicate
the exaggerated reach claims which limited the
functionality of the data from a media planning
perspective.
Globally, outdoor media owners and agencies have
continued to search for even better empirical
tools to measure exposure to the medium. At this
point, there is no universal best practice which has
been adopted as the gold standard for calculating
quantitative outputs though, as we have seen, OOH
advertising exposure is now more measurable than
ever before.
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Reliable measurement of OOH can range from basic
traffic and foot-counts, tracking the number of
people passing an OOH site at any given time, to
mass quantitative studies and, more recently, GPS
tracking.
In 2002, a pilot study was conducted in Gauteng
by Nielsen and SAARF to test the design concept
of the new GPS measurement system. Further
benchmarking studies were conducted by Nielsen in
Chicago in 2004, and between 2006 and 2008 the
OHMS GPS study was rolled out to a sample of 4320
respondents in Gauteng and KZN. Each respondent
was required to carry an NPod(33) device for a period
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of 10 days, recording their GPS position every 5
seconds.
The GPS data capture
method
enables
a
sample of respondents
to be measured against
a universe of outdoor
sites,
using
multilayering technology which
overlays the movements
of
respondents
onto
electronic street maps
and geo-coded outdoor
sites, producing a wide range of information
regarding general mobility and specific exposure to
individual outdoor sites.

33 Nielsen Personal Outdoor Device

Participating OOH media-owners supplied detailed
site information, including GPS co-ordinates, site
format, direction facing and angle to the road
and probability of vehicular or foot traffic. These
factors were used to compute the impact zone for
each site, and defining a positive passage detection
or Opportunity to See (OTS). Obviously using this
method over time, we are able to calculate not just
reach for each site but also frequency of passage
for each respondent. Once we have reach and
frequency, then we have the key elements of the
GRP equation.
Innovative as this approach is to quantifying exposure
to OOH, there are significant limitations to utilising
the findings from the GPS data. Without long term
continuous tracking, seasonality might impact on
macro consumer away from home patterns. Certainly
severe restrictions on sampling mitigate against
extrapolating findings to other market segments,
particularly those market segments outside of major
metropolitan areas.
Perhaps the most significant limitation is the exclusion
of a wide variety of OOH formats from the study.
As we have discussed earlier, the full menu of OOH
formats and the full range of creative applications
goes way beyond traditional static signage. Without
including the full range of well-established OOH
formats ranging from building wraps to transit media
such as taxis and branded cars, as well as the myriad

of retail and digital formats in shopping malls or
other destination based outlets, the GPS study may
serve only to reinforce the restricted perception of
OOH as a medium.
Of course, planners should also remember that
many advertisers have extensive distribution fleets
and that these distribution vehicles in themselves
form an important part of the overall advertising
mix. Such exposure should always be factored into
the overall strategy, whether it is conceived by the
planner or is just of a residual nature. There is no
more iconic or memorable OOH format anywhere in
the world than the McDonald’s Golden Arches.
If we are going to measure OOH media performance,
then we must find a more inclusive method of doing
so. Consumers don’t read media plans. They just
consume media.
The absence of a comprehensive single-source
national survey does not mean that OOH media
performance needs to remain unmeasured, and
indeed, many media-owners have recognised the
need to report responsibly on their own formats.
For instance, Primedia Outdoor(34) makes use of a
wide range of quantitative research techniques to
supplement OHMS generated audience information
on all sites in their inventory.

34 www.primeoutdoor.co.za

In urban areas available OHMS site audience
measures are being supplemented with conventional
traffic counts for individual site passages. This data
is then overlayed onto Google maps which have
been weighted against actual population census
data. Figure 32 shows the site traffic for individual
PrimeLites in the Gauteng region, overlayed onto
a colour coded Google map highlighting household
income population distribution. Obviously, by
adjusting the focal point on the map, the planner is
able to interrogate each site down to street level for
perspective and micro-assessment.
Average Household Income per Year
400,000 to 1,920,000

(640)

210,000 to

400,000

(1300)

90,000 to

210,000

(2134)

30,000 to
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30,000 (12811)
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Media Insights

Figure 32: Geo-mapping of OOH Audiences

Plans for a pedestrian foot-traffic measure, using a
smartphone App and GPS mapping, are in progress.

In non-urban areas, measuring of audiences centres
on understanding the mobility patterns of consumers
and their behavioural tendency to congregate
around nodes as part of the overall social interaction
process. In some instances, the node might be
viewed as a town and in others, as a much smaller
geo-community, or even the immediate retail or
community environment. So in KZN, for instance, the
municipality of Hlabisa is a regional node drawing
consumers from a 30km radius (Figure 33).
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Figure 33: Audience Convergence Nodes

By calculating the radial population movement
at 5kms intervals and then once again overlaying
these onto updated 2011 census data, we are able
to develop a clear picture of the actual audience
in the magnetic field for each site, right down to
community and street level.

Beyond community and street level, the potential
audience to retail mall advertising can also be
estimated by referencing actual foot-traffic into
these specific retail centres. Many of the 1653
shopping centres listed by The South African
Council of Shopping Centres (SACSC)(35) are able to
provide detailed average monthly footfall counts,
which reflect remarkably high levels of traffic,
and consequently, measurable opportunities to
see. Obviously in order to reach the full available
audience for each of the iconic retail malls listed
below (Figure 34), a basket of OOH media would
need to be deployed covering the various vehicular
and pedestrian traffic paths but ultimately, the
absence of GPS data for all media or exclusion from
AMPS, need not prohibit any media owner from
creating a reasonable estimate of audience delivery.
Eastgate
Mall

1 577 191

Westgate

1 137 559

Sandton
City

1 924 710

Menlyn Park

1 218 452

KZN

Gateway

2 013 498

Chatsworth

1 378 872

W.Cape

V&A
Waterfront

1 859 433

Canal Walk

1 713 356

Gauteng

Figure 34: SACSC Weekly Footfall Traffic Count
Major Centres

35 www.sacsc.co.za

Of course once audience has been computed, then
inter-media comparisons of cost efficiency are
possible. In making these inter-media comparisons
however, it should always be noted that comparisons
of creative messaging across media formats must be
undertaken with caution. The primary reason for a
planner to include any OOH format in a campaign
is that strategically the medium can deliver for the
advertiser. Calculating R/000 audience delivery is
essentially an exercise in pricing and relative cost
efficiency.
Eventually, there will be a point where OOH models
will provide the media planner with reliable
estimates of reach and frequency, or optimal
numbers of sites to reach campaign objectives, but
experience suggests that when it comes to individual
site selection, there is still absolutely no substitute

for going on a site inspection and evaluating the site
in situ. The best mapping system in the world still
can never take into cognisance the rapidly growing
tree or the newly constructed building which may
obscure the selected site.
Media planners are often exhorted to “come out of
their Ivory Towers”. There is simply no better time
to do it than when planning and buying out of home
media.
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The Great Idea in
advertising is far more than
the sum of the recognition
scores, the ratings and all the
other superficial indicators of
its success; it is in the realm of
myth, to which measurements
cannot apply.
Leo Bogart
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Does OOH Advertising Work?

Quantitative audience measurement is fundamental
to the overall wellbeing and long term growth of the
OOH industry and the efforts of media owners to
shift OOH into the mainstream of media performance
measurement are to be welcomed. Whilst the facility
to calculate reach and frequency, and ultimately
the ability to compute inter-media and intra-media
cost-efficiency, should be considered mandatory for
all OOH formats, the real question remains, “Does
OOH actually work in the market place?” In-market
media efficacy and consumer response is the true
measure of return on media investment (ROMI).

It lies outside the scope of this text to definitively
outline every case study which is directed at proving
and measuring the efficacy of OOH media but
there are a number of local studies which present
a consistent and growing body of evidence which
collectively affirms the argument for the efficacy of OOH.
In 1989, a study conducted by Moving Media
evaluated the impact of bus advertising on the
awareness of two brands (Alcolin Adhesive and Kanga
T-shirts) and also on the ability to get consumers to
answer a simple question: “Who was the second man
on the moon?”. After establishing baseline levels of
awareness and recall for the campaign elements, 20
double-decker buses were utilised with front panels
for Alcolin and back panels for Kanga. 30 buses
carried the statement “Buzz Aldrin was the second
man on the moon” (Figure 35).
After three months, with no other form of
communication, awareness of Alcolin had improved
from 27% to 53%, Kanga from 17% to 48%, and the
number of respondents who knew that Buzz Aldrin
was the second man on the moon had increased from
17% to 32%. A powerful testament to the efficacy of
transport media.

Figure 35: Cape Town Buzz Aldrin Study
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Building on this base, in 2002 a “mystery”
Taxi Passenger Survey, conducted on behalf of
Comutanet, provides us with additional insight into
the transit medium. Interviewers travelled on taxis
and then selected one respondent per taxi (n=240)
to be interviewed. 52% recalled seeing advertising
inside the taxi and 91% recalled seeing advertising
on taxi exteriors. More significantly, major taxi
advertising campaigns such as Coca Cola, Sunlight,
Love Life and Cell C experienced massive shifts in
spontaneous advertising recall (Figure 36).
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Figure 36: Taxi Advertising Recall
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Figure 37: Branded Car Advertising

A recent innovation in the transit media sector is
the introduction of Branded Cars. Rather than using
established fleets of commuter vehicles, volunteer
members of the public are selected to match
client-defined demographic profiles and to have
their own personal vehicles branded. The Branded
Car format goes beyond the simple exposure of
external messaging and embraces the concept that
the travelling patterns of these carefully scrutinized
individuals will mirror the stereotypical behaviour of
the targeted market segment. So for example, what
better way to target soccer mums with kids, than to
brand the car of an active soccer mum?
In 2011, using the “before and after” benchmarking
approach for pre-campaign vs. post campaign
awareness, TNS Surveys conducted a study for Brand
Your Car. Respondents were asked to answer the
question… In kilometers per hour, what was the
fastest tennis serve ever? …the answer to which
had been placed on 6 branded motor vehicles in the
Port Elizabeth metropolitan area (Figure 37). In post
campaign assessment it was established that 47%
of respondents claimed to have seen advertising on
the branded cars and of these, 22% were able to
correctly answer the question.

Targeted mobile media such as Golf Carts also show
strong evidence of effective advertising recall. In a
two-part study conducted by FGI in 2011, interviews
were conducted with 115 respondents at selected
golf courses in the Gauteng region. The sample was
restricted to upmarket golf courses (Serengeti, Pecan
Wood, Eagle Canyon Golf Courses and Copperleaf)
where use of golf carts was prevalent or mandatory.
The OOH format under scrutiny was a series of popup and splash screens on the GPS distance markers
in golf carts.
In phase 1 of the study, 50% of the sampled golfers
were able to spontaneously and correctly recall the
branded advertising on the GPS distance marker
screens in golf carts used on the day (Figure 38),
with 77% correct prompted advertising recall.
In phase 2 of the study, using the pre-campaign postcampaign awareness measure, respondents were
asked two questions… How many golf majors have
been won by South Africans? and Who is the current
US Ryder Cup captain? In both instances, there was
a significant increase in correct message uptake for
both questions. 45% to 100% correct response in
the case of question 1 and 29% to 70% in the case
of question 2. This constitutes strong supporting
evidence for effective communication and further
proof that even when you’re on the golf course,
you’re in the OOH zone.
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Figure 38: Golf Cart GPS Screens

The efficacy of OOH is not restricted to transit
media however, and appropriately positioned
street furniture, billboards and retail mall media,
also confirm the strength of OOH in generating
measurable results in the marketplace.
In October 1990, for a period of six weeks, 186
unusual bus shelters appeared in the Gauteng region
bearing the single statement “FW stands for Frederik
Willem”. Prior to this, it had been established, from
two samples of 200 respondents, that there was an

average 47% awareness that the initials FW in FW de
Klerk stood for the names Frederik Willem.
During the period of the campaign roll-out it was
established that some 40% of respondents had
actually seen the shelters, and that overall correct
message response awareness had increased 20 points
to approximately 70% (Figure 39).
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Figure 39: Bus Shelters & The FW Story

More recently, the 2010 Dreamcatcher Study,
conducted on behalf of Primedia Unlimited by TNS
Research Surveys, evaluated the effectiveness of
large format billboard signage, mall media and
washroom advertising in the Gauteng region. In
the Intercept study, interviews were conducted at
Menlyn Park and Sandton City shopping centres with
any shoppers 18 years or older who were leaving
the shopping centre. The pre interviewing phase
was conducted prior to the media messaging being
erected and the post interviewing phase was then
conducted after the media messaging had been up
for a length of time.

Shoppers were asked 10 general knowledge questions
in both the pre and post phases to test the efficacy
of the media types. Only 3 of the 10 questions were
selected to be included in the creative while the
remaining 7 were placebo questions. The 3 research
questions which would become the creative message
content were…
• What is Tiger Woods’real name?
Large format billboards.
• Which country is hosting the 2014 World Cup?
Washroom ads.
• What are David Beckham’s second names?
Mall media.
There was a notable consistency in the degree of
positive message uptake across the various OOH
formats researched. In the case of large format
billboards, correct awareness of Tiger Woods’ real
name shifted from the pre-awareness phase 3% to
15% after 24 days. A 12% point shift.
In the case of washroom advertising, in both
shopping malls tested, correct awareness of the
2014 World Cup venue shifted significantly after less
than 3-weeks exposure. Menlyn Park experienced a
12% point shift from 20% to 32% and Sandton a 16%
point shift from 33% to 49%.
Perhaps the most interesting result was derived from
the Mall Media formats, where initial indications
were that correct awareness of the David Beckham
question had only exhibited a positive 7% point shift,
taking correct responses from the pre-awareness
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Once again the pre and post-test technique was used
to measure the consumer message uptake. A total
of 100 respondents were asked a series of placebo
general knowledge questions, one of which was the
real test question… How many men have walked on
the moon?
level 0% to 7% after 18 days of exposure. Examination
of the creative messaging displayed during the
research highlighted the problem.
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In the case of billboards and washrooms, consumers
were only asked to recall one correct response rather
than the 2-name response for the Beckham question.
Subsequent interrogation of the data revealed that,
when the criterion for positive response was shifted
to recall on only one of the other names, then the
mall media format conformed to that normal 12%
point shift. This serves as a firm reminder that when
it comes to advertising in the OOH zone, simplicity
of message content is a cornerstone of effective
communication.
Similar results were found in another TNS Research
Survey study conducted for XP Digital. XP Digital uses
LCD screens in the pharmacy waiting areas of Clicks
and Dis-Chem stores around the country to enhance
the consumer’s shopping experience. The screens
include 50% content and 50% advertising, and aim to
entertain shoppers while waiting to be attended to
by the pharmacist.

Over a campaign period of some 3 weeks, positive
recall shifted 12% points from the pre-phase 7% to
19%, demonstrating a pattern of positive message
uplift which was consistent with the Dreamcatcher
Survey and prompting the 12 Point Principle in
predicting positive campaign response from short
term OOH campaigns.
In analysing the findings from the Dreamcatcher
Survey, and other similar studies, we must be
careful that we do not equate the results to “reach”
in the broader media planning sense of the word.
Correctly answering the various questions is an
act of spontaneous awareness, or more precisely
spontaneous learning.
There was no prompting of the medium’s recall
(like “Have you seen advertising on billboards?”
or “Have you seen any advertising about Tiger
Woods?”) which might have prepped the respondent.
Nevertheless, despite the proven efficacy of OOH in
the marketplace, many advertisers understandably
still have an eye to the overall cost efficiencies of
the medium, compared to other media platforms.

Using foot traffic scores and actual census population
data from the catchment areas for these shopping
malls, TNS Research Surveys was able to predict
the rollout of these percentage scores into actual
numbers of shoppers exposed to the campaign.
In order to compare these data with equivalent
exposure patterns from other media, it needs to be
stressed again that what we are in fact measuring
is not potential exposure to the medium, or even
exposure to advertising on the medium (which is
what we get on AMPS), but rather, specific message
take out. In many respects then, these results would
equate more closely to spontaneous awareness
scores for TV commercials.
By calculating the cost of the Dreamcatcher schedule
at rate card value, and then overlaying typical
Millward Brown spontaneous noting factors for a 30s
TV commercial onto these audience projections, it
was possible to conclude that the researched OOH
formats not only delivered strong positive message
uplift, but that these results were achieved at costefficiency levels which were highly competitive
against recognised TV R/000 benchmarks.

In short, advertising on OOH media delivers and it
delivers at a price to market which can accommodate
both the large national advertiser looking for
massive national impact and reach and the small
focused regional advertiser targeting the immediate
community.
When it comes to connecting with consumers,
particularly when they are away from home and in
active consumption mode, no medium offers the
intrusive impact of OOH. Whether consumers are in
a moving vehicle en route to a lifestyle event or a
retail node, or on foot at the actual point of purchase
decision, OOH injects thematic and decision-interval
relevance into any campaign.
Whichever way you look at it… advertising in the
OOH Zone makes sound business sense.
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The Media Owner’s View: Ken Varejes

No matter where we reside, be it the rural
countryside or the confines of the concrete jungle,
at some stage in the day modern society’s gregarious
‘out and about’ consumer will have an Out Of Home
experience. An interface with the OOH Zone!
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Globally, media decision-makers continue to demand
more bang for their buck and express the desire for
proof of advertising effectiveness. Surprisingly, many
still believe that media in the OOH-Zone are unable
to provide reliable forms of audience measurement,
but this is increasingly a limited perspective, linked
to conventional and increasingly outmoded audience
measures.
Take shopping mall space for instance. Foot counters
offer irrefutable quantitative verification of actual
consumer foot traffic, while till slips tell the story
of in-mall or in-store campaign efficacy in black and
white. Out Of Home Wi-Fi hotspots provide real-time
measurable returns, pinpointing time and place of
transaction and verifying spontaneous and prompted
recall of any advertising message.
Digital technology has enabled us to socially interact
with the world through cyberspace, but this has not
removed the innate need for human beings to actually
be together. Young people may communicate via
BBM or Mxit but the OOH Zone is where they meet
and play. It’s where business people make deals

and where actual purchase decisions are made. It
is these dwell time opportunities that reaffirm the
impact and effectiveness of OOH media.
No other medium can offer the full range of sensory
experience that can be created in the commercial
OOH Zone. From visual and audio stimulation to
interactive touch screens and even olfactory and
taste stimulation through sampling and activations,
the myriad of media formats comprising the OOH
Zone, offer a complete communication package. You
can test drive a car on Google but you can’t smell
the new leather. That only happens out of home!
The fact that the OOH Zone in reality enjoys almost
12% of the advertising pie, as has become evident
in this book, is testament to the longevity and
effectiveness of OOH advertising and poses the
question whether marketers have not inadvertently
been underinvesting in this all-important media
space?
From the lone store fascia board in the rolling hills
of the Transkei, to branded taxis in peri-urban areas,
to the large format hoardings, golf course GPS units,
in-store advertising on HD screens or the plethora
of malls in the bustling urban areas, Out Of home
reaches us all.

Ken Varejes
CEO : Primedia Unlimted
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11] The Future of OOH: Terry Murphy
The globally shared OOH community view is that
OOH’s share of advertising expenditure is set to
grow and that this growth will be driven primarily
by digital technology and the integration of social
media and OOH.
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In the international community there is much
excitement about the use of “smart” posters in
pedestrian spaces, equipped with technologies
like NFC (Near Field Communication), RFID (Radio
Frequency Identification) and QR codes. Increasingly,
consumers are becoming accustomed to interacting
with the medium and OOH will develop a symbiotic
relationship with mobile marketing and Internetbased campaigns
Although this is primarily a European perspective,
dominated by foot traffic and public transport, in
South Africa we are narrowing the gap in terms of
OOH connectivity. Locally, we have historically
tended to view OOH formats from a vehicular space
perspective. Hence the large number of spectacular
and roadside billboards. But the enhanced social
mobility of consumers in the SA landscape see them
congregating on foot, in ever increasing numbers, at
taxi ranks and in shopping centers, both of which are
ripe for digital and interactive opportunities.
The digitization of OOH is also reducing production
and distribution costs and is dramatically altering
the scope of strategic and tactical applicability of
the medium. Outdoor is well placed to be a more

relevant and integral part of the conversation which
advertisers need to have with their audiences.
One of the key challenges for the OOH industry
in recent years has been the development of a
universally accepted OOH trading currency, or
quantitative audience measure. Previous attempts
to create such a GPS currency in South Africa were
disabled by lack of funding and restrictive sample
sizes, because there is a tipping point where samplebased methodologies cannot cope with the growing
complexity of media consumption. Particularly in
emerging markets.
Super fragmentation and micro-targeting along
with massive amounts of consumer, census and
geographic data and sophisticated tools, including
GIS mapping has already changed the game in the
SA OOH environment. Perhaps with the increased
capability of technology and digital devices in the
research industry, we can move toward greater and
more inclusive samples, and ultimately a uniform
trading currency.
We may already be on the next wave! It’s not
inconceivable that the face of OOH research will
significantly change and that SA could leap-frog
traditional media research models as we have with
so many of our local technological innovations.
Terry Murphy
Executive : Marketing Services & Marketing

Glossary of Key Terms
AR (Augmented Reality): The addition of a layer of
digital content onto a real world scene when viewed on a
conventional screen or mobile device
Augmented Outdoor: An AR mobile app that allows virtual
content & rewards to be unlocked from poster sites. User
activity is streamed live to digital OOH screens

ELP (Electroluminescent Printing): A special print
technique combining chemicals and electricity to light up
sections of a poster in sequence giving the appearance of
animation
EOI (Eyes On Impressions): Equivalent of VAI weighted
gross impressions. A measure of OOH audience

Awareness: The recalled recognition of an OOH advertising
message by an individual or audience

Extension: An area of copy made as a cut out that falls
outside the basic restraints of a bulletin or poster

Billboard: Large format advertising displays intended
for viewing from extended distances, generally more
than 15m. Billboard displays include, but not limited to:
bulletins, junior posters, posters, and spectaculars

Face: The surface area on an OOH unit where advertising
copy is displayed. A structure may have more than one
face

Bleed: Display area which extends beyond the live copy
area, often to the edge of the finished size
Bluetooth: A short range wireless technology that can
be integrated into OOH advertising to deliver rich media
content to mobile devices without charge to the consumer
Continuity: The elimination of gaps in a media schedule by
maximizing the duration of a campaign, ideally 52 weeks
Digital OOH: Any OOH advertising that can be digitally
controlled. Most commonly refers to the proliferation of
screen networks
Directional Audio: A speaker system whereby sound is
focused into a relatively narrow beam rather than being
audible in the entire surrounding area. Sometimes used
for Washroom Ads
Dwell Time: The interval of time when a consumer is in
close proximity to an OOH ad

Flighting: The length of an advertising campaign,
sometimes divided into distinct segments over the course
of weeks
GBI (Gesture based interaction): Control of an animated
interactive display using body movement alone without
physical requirement to touch, can be combined with floor
or wall projections
HD printing: Poster printing process that uses a recyclable
vinyl material allowing improved colour reproduction
IVR (Interactive Voice Response): Detects voice or keypad
commands from a phone and changes OOH screen content
accordingly
Lenticular printing: A special print technique combined
with a lens that creates movement and/or 3D effects in
a poster
Likelihood to See (LTS): The portion of the OTS
(Opportunity to See) audience who are likely to see an ad.
An additional impact filter
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Multi-touch display: A screen or projection with content
that can be manipulated with two hands, fingers or
multiple simultaneous users
NFC (Near Field Communication): Two way contactless
technology based on RFID. Can be integrated into posters
to allow access to content on NFC devices, and the sharing
of content with other NFC devices
OLED (Organic Light Emitting Diode): Next generation
of flat panel display technology. Thinner and more
economical than LCD/Plasma
Oohgle: The process of keyword searching via PC or
mobile device having been prompted by an out-of-home
advertisement
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Quantitative Research: Statistical research involving
differences of amount/degree rather than kind/condition;
usually used to reach conclusions; search which expresses
respondent’s behaviour/beliefs in numerical terms
RFID (Radio Frequency Identification): A wireless
technology which can identify and deliver personalised
content to individuals carrying an equipped device/card
within 100m
Sociable Media: A dynamic resulting from the convergence
of OOH media, mobile, online social media & real world
social media
Streaming OOH: Incorporating images, video or data into
digital screen content on a real time basis

PM (Paper Memory) code: A multi-coloured printed code
which some mobile phones can translate into a short video
while offline

Street Furniture: Advertising displays that provide
some form of public amenity, such as bus shelters, Wi-Fi
Benches, Touchscreens etc

Point of Purchase Advertising: Advertising matter on
a display structure developed by the manufacturer to
be utilised by the retailer in a prominent place; often
abbreviated as POP

Tri-Vision: An OOH unit with a slatted face that allows
three different copy messages to revolve at intermittent
intervals

POS (Point of Sale): As with point of purchase material
QR (Quick Response) codes: A printed code which when
photographed by a mobile device directs users to online
content
Qualitative Research: Research involving differences of
kind/condition rather than of amount/degree; usually
used to broaden insight and develop hypotheses; study
of attitudes and beliefs of consumers - reasons for their
purchasing habits; usually involves small sample sizes

Visibility Adjustment Indices (VAI): OOH audience
weighted on probability of having fixated on a site and
noted the advertising
Visual Search: Mobile phone apps that recognise objects
via the camera and serve related weblinks
Whispering Windows: A brand name for an audio system
which uses a small device to turn an entire flat surface
into a speaker

Various sources utilised
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